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Anyone can be a member of the Poat 'J, • ffi)!)!'j"j''" '~ · · o%C'/' ,. :~ . . f 
staff except maybe Sheriff King. All 
you have to do is come to the meetings 
and do one of the many different and 
exciting tasks necessary for the smooth 
operation of a paper like this. We have 
one brilliant, dynamic, underpaid co-
ordinator; the rest of us don't get paid 
at all, except in ego gratification and 
good karma. 
I 
Decisions are made collectively by staff 
members at one of our regular meetings. 
All workers have an equal voice. The 
Post-Amerikan has no editor or hierarch-
ical structure, so quit calling up here and 
asking who's in charge. 
Anybody who reads this paper can tell the 
type of stuff we print. All worthwhile ma-
terial is welcome. We try to choose art-
icles that are timely, relevant, informa-
tive, and not available in other local media. 
We will not print anything racist, sexist, 
or ageist. 
POST 
SELLERS 
GOOD 
NUMBERS 
For the benefit of all, here is a list of 
numbers to call if you need some kind 
of help. If you know of some number we 
left out, call us up at the Post-Amerikan 
office, and let us know about it. 
Alcoholics Anonymous 828-5049 
American Red Cross 828-5065 
ACLU 436-6709 
Birthright 452-0041 
Community for Social Action 452-4867 
DayCare Centers (see yellow'pages) 
Director of Public Services 829-1488 
Divinyl Madness Records 454-2521 
Dept. of Health, Ed. & Welfare 829-9436 
Dept. of Children and Family Serv. 829-5346 
Food Stamps (see Public Aid) 
Family Service of McLean Co. 828-4343 
Gay People's Alliance 438-3411 
Headstart Program 828-828-8413 
Home Sweet Home Mission 828-7356 
ISU Tenant Union 436-6661 
ILL Lawyer Referral 800-242-8916 
ISU Student Legal Services 438-3642 
Kaleidescope 828-7346 
Lighthouse 828-1371 
ILL State Employment Serv. 827-6237 
Men's Rap Group 829-8792 
McLean co; Mental Health Service 827-0073 
McLean Co. Youth Service Agency 827-6241 
McLean Co. Health Dept. 829-3363 
Occupational Development Center 828-7324 
Project OZ 827-6714 
Public Aid 829-7057 
Post-Amerikan 828-7232 
Planned Parenthood 827-8025 
PATH 452-4422 
1 Rape Crisis Line (call PATH) 
1 Sugar Creek Book Co-op 454-2521 
I Salvation Army 829-9476 
I Senior Action Center 827-6201 
I Sunnyside Neigh. Center 829-9715 
I State's Attorney's Office 829-3328 
I UFW Boycott Support Comm. 452-5046 
Most of our material or inspiration for ma-
terial comes from the community. We en-
courage you, the reader, to become more 
than a reader. We welcome all stories or 
tips for stories. Bring stuff to a meeting 
(the schedule is printed below) or mail it 
to our office. 
MEETING SCHEDULE 
Friday, January 9 ..•••.•••.•••• 6:30 p.m. 
Friday, January 16 .••••••..•••• 6:30 p.m. 
Wednesday, January 21 (articles deadline) .•• 6:30p.m. 
Saturday, January 24 (layout begins) ••• AND 
Sunday, January 25, 12 NOON (layout continues) 
NORMAL 
University Liquors, 706 W. Beaufort 
Welcome Inn (in front) 
Redbird IGA 
Divinyl Madness Records, 115 North Street 
Mother Murphy's, 1111 North Street 
Ram, 101 Broadway Mall 
Al's Pipe Shop, 101 Broadway Mall 
Hendren's Grocery, 301 W. Willow 
Co-op Bookstore (in front) 
The Galery (in front) 
The Lobby Shop, ISU Student Union 
These meetings are held at the Post-Amerikan 
office, and if you'd like to come, call us. The 
number is: 828-7232. You can also reach folks 
at 828-6885, or 829-7908. 
You can make bread hawking the Post--15¢ 
a copy, except for the first 50 copies on which 
you make only 10¢ a copy. Call 828-7232. 
Mail, which we more than welcome, 
should be mailed to: The Post-Amerikan, 
P. 0. Box 3452, Bloomington, IL 61701. 
BWOMINGTON 
The Joint, 415 N. Main 
DA 's Liquors, Oakland and Main 
Medusa's Bookstore, 109 W. Front 
News Nook, 402t N. Main 
Book Hive, 103 W. Front 
Gaston's Barber Shop, 202i, N. Center 
Samba's, Washington and U.S. 66 
De Vary's Market, 1402 W. Market 
Harris's Market, 802 N. Morris 
Hickory Pit, 920 W. Washington 
Biasi's Drug Store, 217 N. Main 
Discount Den, 207 N. Main 
SW corner, Morris and Washington 
Madison St. Cafe, 317 s. Madison 
Bowling and Billiards Center, ISU Student Union 
Cage, ISU Student Union 
J&L Gas Co., 1402 S. Main 
u..J: Grocery, 918 W. Market 
U-1 Grocery, 608 S. Lee 
Kroger's, 1110 E .. Oakland Ave. 
Bus Depot, 523 N: East St. 
Park Store, 909 S. Allin 
Midstate Truck Plaza, Rt. 51 North 
Hottle House, 1402 S. Main 
SW corner, University and College 
Radio Shack, Raab Rd. (in front) 
New Age Bookstore, Broadway Mall 
Old Main Bookstore, 207 S. Main 
Nierstheimer's Drug Store, 1302 N. Mliiir 
Panta?raph Building (in front)' 
TRANSYLVANIA TRANSPLANT 
Prisoner dies 
m County Jail 
see page 16 
4J) 
~ 
The Post prints classified ads for free. 
Send them to the address on this page. 
C Sugar Creek Book Co-op, located at Divinyl Mad-
ness Record Store, in downtown Normal, is in 
,....,. desperate need of volunteer workers. We don't 
~ have much to offer in pay, except ego gratification. 
- We need more workers to keep the place open so 
-
454-2521, and ask for someone from Sugar Creek, 
.2!: you can call one of the workers, Virginia, at 
home, 827-6784. Don't give up trying to r,each us. 
We need you. ,., 
LUDICROUS SITUATIONS, LTD. #2 is 
now out! Demand a copy of the midwest's 
first regular humor paper at your local 
bookstore or headshop. 
~ that we can make more money, so we can order 
.... new books, so that people can buy them, and then For sale: Conga Drum with case: $200 or best 
a..&. we can pay our rent, and maybe give the leftovers offer. Dual turntable, with turntable stand, > to workers. If you're at all interested, stop by 100 watt Realistic receiver, and 2 50 watt Cri-
4J) the record store and sign up on the schedule. terion 4X speakers, for $250 or best offer. Both 
IlL~ Leave your telephone number somewhere so that for $400 or best offer. Call Jose Alicea at 438-
_, 3846. C someone can arrange to be at the bookstore to Coin hobbyists: Build your collection! 1 
..a show you how to work the register, and tell you Trade, Sell, & Buy. Intrinsic Silver· 
c_)· how we do things. Or else call the record store, Interest. 828-6327 
I 
'-----~------------- ---------------~------------------------~ 
~ustice'' Frees Sylvester: Jails Others 
Circuit Judge Dearborn appare~tly 
•Jndergoes a change ••.•• dur1.ng a 
hard day of meting out sentences for 
local felons, 
On December 4 he decided; along with 
defense attorney Parold Jennine;s, 
that former hormal fire chief Victor 
Sylvester deserved "pityin~ Christian 
forgiveness" for stealine; ~1500 from 
the ~own of Normal, Sylvester re-
ceived a two-year probation term for 
his misconduct, Echos of Watergate 
were heard in the courtroom, as wit-
nesses actually testified that the 
ex-firechief "had suffered enough." 
Assistant State's Attorney Ron Dozier 
argued that Sylvester deserved to do 
FORUM 
time because people in the community 
should not "feel that there is a dou-
ble standard,.,that a person in high 
office gets off with a lesser s~n­
tence than a nobody," Dearborn 
wasn't listening to Dozier---he was 
listening to the testimony of Normal 
Police chief Richard McGuire and Syl-
vester's present employer, Arthur 
Deavers, 
On the same day Dearborn sentenced 
Daniel Lawrence, a seventeen year 
old, to 45 days in the county jail 
for possession of marijuana,, Lawrence 
didn't have big shots to stand up for 
him at the time of sentencing, Dozier 
spoke the truth when he said there is 
"a sense of moral outrage in the com-
BLATANT DOUBLE STANDARD 
IRKS PORTER 
PostNotea Here's what Jack Porter 
said on WJBC's forum Dec, 15. 
Assistant State's Attorney Ron 
Dozier is quoted by the Pantagraph 
as saying at the sentencing of ex-
Normal fire chief Victor Sylvester 
that it's important that people in 
the community "do not feel that there 
is a double standard.,,that a person 
in high office gets off with a lesser 
sentence than a nobody," Sylvester 
had pleaded guilty to embezzlement of 
about $1500 from Normal funds, but 
was not sentenced to any time in jail. 
What Dozier fears is, of course, ob-
viously true for anyone who thinks 
about it, There certainly are differ-
ent standards of justice for different 
people. '!.'he same judges who can sym-
pathize with the suffering of those 
who ~ave been exposed as betraying the 
publ1.c trust have trouble feeling much 
sympathy for those pressured to sell 
drugs to undercover agents. Repeated 
stealing of public money to solve a 
family financial problem doesn't merit 
a Ja~l term, but a single instance of 
fa1.l1.ng to obey an obscure police or-
der to move does justify jail, a fine, 
and probation in the case of the 
Bloomington 6, 
I'm not really quarreling with Syl-
vester's sentence. I have no doubt 
that he has suffered a great deal and 
tha~ putting him in jail wouldn't im-
prove him as a person or do very much 
to deter other public officials temp-
~ed to rip us off, What I object to 
l.S the lack of that same compassion so 
often in sentencing young people basi-
cally hurting themselves (if anyone), 
or political/activists who dare to 
challenge existing authorities or pol-
WORKERS UNDER 
icies, The mercy expressed in the 
sentencing of Sylvester, or of Marian 
Bunn a few years ago, or in pardoning 
Richard Nixon, is replaced by vindic-
tiveness in too many other cases in-
volving persons just as non-violent in 
their crimes and far less injurious to 
the public. 
Judges no doubt feel closer to other 
public officials and so-called respec-
table members of the community, They 
don't trust or identify with street 
people, blacks, political agitators, 
students, or any group alien to their 
own; so some of them seem to feel a 
need·to come down harder on those whom 
they understand less. 
COIN f 
STAMP 
SUPPLIES 
FULLTIME SURVEILLANCE 
New York (LNS) At Blue Bird Food 
Products on Chicago's South side, 
plant employees are under com-
plete and total surveillance, 
Thirty-five television cameras, 
mounted on movable tracks, monitor 
the performance of the plant's 450 
workers, In the monitoring room a 
time study "expert" keeps a detailed 
work re?ord on employees suspected 
of work1.ng too slow, or of talking 
to other workers too often, 
Videotape gives management an "in-
stant replay" of any worker's ac-
tions. Travel passes must be issued 
by a foreman before a worker can go 
to the storeroom, telephone, or 
washroom, 
A canine patrol circles the perimeter 
of the plant. 
SAM-" PM 
MON-SAT' 
5AM·J,1!30 PM 
SVN. 
munity,,," when different standards of 
justice are applied to persons con-
victed of wrongdoing. 
-------Jeremy Timmens 
"I ntn•er worry too mu,·h about being 
fa;r-minded, because I know that ;., the end 
justice alu•ays triumphs!' 
Of course there's a double standard 
of justice -- at least two standards, 
If Ron Dozier's really against that, 
he's got himself a very tough job in 
trying to change it. It's worth 
challenging, but not by reducing 
compassion, Better to spread the 
compassion around more evenly and 
quit pretending that much is accom-
plished by jailing anyone who isn't 
physically dangerous to the rest of 
US, 
NtWSPAP£RS 
! , 
MAGAZINES 
N .P .D. ESCALATES 
Normal Police regularly issue dumdum 
bullets to officers for their .)8 
caliber pistols, the Post-Amerikan has 
found out. The real name for these 
projectiles is steel semi-jacketed 
hollow point rounds, according to our 
source. 
Not wishing to go by our sources 
alone, the Post-Amertkan hoped to get 
aonfjrmation frcm th~ N~~m3l ?olice. 
Lu~klly, we caught Walt Clark--an 
assistant to N.P.n. Chief Richard 
McGuire--off guard. He claimed he 
didn •·c know what kind of damage the 
hollow-point rounds ca~ do, hut veri-
fied that the rounds have been issued 
for about a year, but have never been 
fired. 
!.ater, the Post-Amerikan contacted 
Chief McGuire. In the most evasive 
way, McGuire told the Post-Amerikan 
that he "didn •·t care to· discuss this 
matter. •i When asked when the Normal 
Police began using the hollow-point 
rounds, McGuire said, "I don'~ care to 
respond to that." Later, McGuire was 
asked if the Post-Amerikan could see 
copies of the Normal Police Rules and 
Regulations. He refused, saying that 
Normal P.D. Uses 
A COOL, CALM, COP--
McGuire can relax now that ; 
his "boys" have hollow points. 
The only thing that displaces 
his relaxed moods is when he 
is asked questions about the 
dumdums he uses. 
nobo:l.y, including the Pantagraph, 
could see them. 
Enter the Bureaucrats 
Bloomington Police and the McLean Coun-
ty Sheriff's Police supposedly aren't 
issued dumd-..o.ms. But an employee of 
Bloomington Gun Company indicated that 
some Bloomington officers do purchase 
hollow point ammunition there. 
WhE-ther such ammunition is used in 
their pistols is unknown. 
Metromanager David Anderson was con-
tacted regarding the issue. He at 
first claim~d that he didn't know hol-
low points were being issued. Anderson 
said, "To my knowledge, all ammunition 
that is issued is a standard .)8 cali-
ber round.'' But he added, "I wou1dn 1 't 
be tf'rribly upset on-= way or another. 
But I don't feel that they're n~c~s­
sary." Anderson later met with Chief 
McGuire and returned the message that 
the "Normal Police do not use" hollow 
point rounds. 
An assistant city ma"!ager in Normal 
told the Fost-Amerikan that there 
"are very cl1~ar guidelines established 
Hollow Point Bullets: 
Steel semi-jacketed hollow point rounds, or dum-
dums, were first manufactured in the old British 
Dumdum Arsenal near Calcutta, India. Captain 
Bertie Clay, a British munitions officer, discov-
ered that by using soft lead for the nose of a bullet, 
the bullet mushroomed upon impact with anything, 
creating a savage, tearing wound. These bullets 
were indispensable for the British Army in its im-
perialist conquest of India. The dumdums helped 
put down rebellions of tribespeople in India 1 s North-
west Frontier, who had no defense against this 
weapon. 
When the British began their racist expansion into 
African nations, they used dumdums against the A-
fridis and the Fuzzy-Wuzzies. In the Boer War in 
South Africa, African nationals used captured Bri-
tish munitions to give them a fighting chance against 
exclusive British use of dumdums. 
Use of dumdums for international warfare was out-
lawed by international agreement at the Hague Con-
ference of 1899. That declaration was renewed and 
reinforced by the Hague Declaration of 1907. In 
1909, President Theodore Roosevelt signed the de-
claration into law, making it a part of U.S. Stat-
utes at large (6lst Congress, 36 Stat. 2277) follow-
ing ratification by Congress. 
"INTERNATIONAL" 
DOESN'T MEAN 
"DOMESTIC" 
Police in this country have been dissatisfied with 
• 38 caliber firearms for a long time. Old-timers 
who fought in the Army against the Philippine in-
surrection of 1899-1901 knew that they couldn't in-
terfere in the affairs of a foreign country without 
having a pistol with at least a • 45 caliber rating. 
But real changes in the type of ammunition police 
used did not come about until around 1963. 
The • 38 Special's effectiveness was first challenged 
by Allen Bristow of Los Angeles State College, on 
the grounds that . 38's lack the stopping power nec-
essary for police. In 1965, Phoenix police shot a 
felony suspect with standard • 38 caliber ammuni-
tilon. The bullets passed through the suspect's body 
and struck a bystander a block away. Following 
that incident, a special investigation was conducted 
to determine whether police should use a different 
kind of ammunition. 
The civilian firearms panel in Arizona concluded 
that police needed ammunition with the maximum 
hydrostatic shock and the least likelihood of exiting 
the victim's body, maximum penetration of automo-
biles, and least likelihood of ricocheting. The hol-
low point bullet fits these criteria. 
An article appearing in the 
Nation cited the example of 
a doctor in New York State 
who said, after performing 
an autopsy on a dumdum vic-
tim, "The ;internal shock had 
been so great it was imposs-
ible to distinguish one or-
gan from another." 
1. Hollow-point 
• bullet as it 
leaves gun 
2 (Bullet flattens 
• out as it · 
enters body 
3 Bullet cuts a 
• temporary 
3-inch-wide 
path and lodges 
in body 
Speaking of the dumdum bul-
let's effects, 'one West Coast 
police captain said, "The 
bullet doesn't explode; 
YOU do." 
AS EASY AS ONE, TWO, THREE 
Robert Wells, an investigative reporter for the 
Dispatch News Service in Los Angeles, wrote a-
bout the results of hydrostatic shock, which he 
compared to a "punch," in a 1970 issue of the Na-
tion.. His report follows. 
"An ordinary round-nosed bullet will deliver punch, 
destroying the flesh it actually hits. But the dum-
dum, because of its extremely high velocity, sets 
up lateral hydrostatic shock waves in the body 
which themselves destroy flesh--'splash' in addi-
tion to 'punch. 1 At the same time, the violently 
mushrooming lead tears exaggerated wound chan-
nels through the victim. " 
The civilians on the Arizona panel were not named, 
but they knew exactly what this bullet would do, 
and police response to the availability of the ammu-
nition was as might be expected. 
In 1963, a small arms company in Shelbyville, In-
diana, the Super Vel Cartridge Company, began 
manufacturing standard dumdums for police in the 
U.S. In 1970, reporter Wells interviewed Lee 
Jurras, president of Super Vel, and discovered 
that about 46% of all law-enforcement agencies in 
the country are stocking dumdums. St. Louis 
Metropolitan Police, the Los Angeles Sheriff's 
Dept. , Seattle, Washington, police and sheriffs, 
San Francisco Police, and others have been using 
dumdums for years. A number of other police 
departments throughout the U.S. make the use 
of dumdums optional for their officers. 
What do police who use dumdums say about such 
ammunition? Wells talked with police Captain 
Russell Hiatt in Anderson, Indiana. Hiatt told of 
an occasion where he shot a fleeing suspect with 
a hollow point, hitting the person in the groin. 
Hiatt said, "The shot penetrated the main artery 
in the groin and exited. The subject continued 
running for about two minutes and fell over dead. 
He bled to death." The victim wasn't felled im-
mediately, though, and when police talk of stop-
ping power in a touch-and-go situation, hollow 
points don't seem to offer much of a change, ex-
cept that death for a suspect is assured. 
When Connecticut police decided to use hollow 
point rounds in their guns, the state ACLU and 
the state's Episcopal Diocese challenged the 
decision. An angered Governor Thomas Meskill 
snipped back, "Those who would use lollipops on 
gunmen will have to go elsewhere." 
Chief Lewis Coffey of the Cleveland Police defended 
the use of hollow points against its critics: "Moral 
objections are always the cry of the weak and 
uninformed. " · 
Some police departments are hesitant to use hol-
low point ammunition. Departmental regulations 
in Detroit, Los Angeles Metro Police, New York 
City, Dallas, New Orleans, Berkeley, and other 
cities specifically forbid the use of dumdums. 
Los Angeles chief Edward Davis said. " .•• the 
object of shooting a fleeing suspect is to stop his 
forward motion, not to blow his leg off. I would 
Dumdum Bullets 
Metromanager David Anderson at 
first didn't really know whether 
the Normal Police used dumdums. 
After talking with McGuire, though, 
he denied that the NPD has them. 
as to when the gun can be fired ••• 
they are fired to stop a suspect." 
But there was no cooperation from any 
officials in getting copies of such 
guidelines. 
Metromanager Anderson told the Post-
Amerikan that the Normal Police are 
very strict about the use of firearms. 
So strict, that warning shots are 
against regulations, a~d one officer 
has been reprimanded for firing a 
warning shot. But Anderson allowed 
the issue to be plunged further into 
the dark for the average Normal 
citizen. Like other public officials 
and law enforcement officers, Anderson 
and McGuire are refusing to bring the 
issue to the public eye. (See ad-joining article.) 
It is important to know just what 
these dumdum bullets or hollow point 
rounds can do. And if citizens have 
questions to ask public officials, 
they shouldn't be kept in the dark 
waiting for the an~wers. 
--Jeremy Timmens 
A Better Killer 
POST NOTEs A few days after denying 
that the Normal Police use hollow ooint 
rounds, Metroma~ager David Anderson 
sent the Post a xeroxed article justi-
fying the Denver Police's switch to 
dumdum bullets. Why would Anderson 
bother to send the Post thi.s arti:-:le, 
unless it is also his justification 
for Normal's use of the bullets? 
Other evidence reaching the Post-
Amerikan indicates that Normal 
Police possibly shouldn°t be using 
guns at all. A reljable source who 
observed Normal officers practicing 
with their .J8's at the Armory said 
they co~ld barely hit near the target. 
!f Normal Police are such poor marks-
men, they could bP endangering the 
lives of innocent bystanders whenever 
they are called upon to shoot in a. 
crucial situation--regardless of 
what kind of ammunition their guns 
c·ontain. 
Anyway, no com~unity input was in-
volved in Chief McGulre 0 s decision 
to use hollow points, and that's the 
way McGuire must prefer it. 
never allow my men to use any weapon which 
mangles people. " 
Berkeley Chief B. R. Baker said, "As we know 
from experience, all rounds fired from experience, 
all rounds fired from police revolvers do not 
strike their intended target, and there are those 
tragic occasions when an innocent bystander is 
struck by a stray bullet. At this time we are not 
willing to accept the risk of a high-velocity 
the press, an unusual thing to do regarding such a 
volatile issue. But the explanation offered the pub-
lic was that the hollow point "would do less damage 
to a person than would a conventional bullet. " The 
Memphis press later disproved such an assertion, 
and showed the Memphis Police to be lying. 
the public. Jurras, president of Super Vel, sum-
med up the point well: "This is a touchy subject. 
A lot of minority groups might object. We like 
to keep the discussion within law enforcement 
circles." 
hollow point projectile, with its attendant ex.plo-
s"ive effects, striking an innocent citizen.''' 
When the Memphis Police began using hollow point 
ammunition, they decided to announce the move to 
Why does the truth about hollow points take such 
a long time to get to? In many cases, the police 
do not want the public to react negatively to their 
plans. Lot of times,. il<_ wouldn't do any good, any-
way .. Police. chiefs are given Jll.bo-ol:~ ouucxo~-uver 
, thElir q~:partments a11-d how they function, and rare-
- ·ly do any police actions have to be accountable to 
Once again, it becomes apparent that the commu-
nity has little or no control over the police. Even 
though the police exist to protect the public, law 
enforcement bodies do not have to be accountable 
to the oublic. 
- <1IIU ·p.L"tJ~rLlt::U 
reason than ever to fear the police. 
----Jeremy Timmens 
------ ----
SIOUX APPEAL DENIED 
(LNS)-- On November 17, the U.S. 
Supreme Court denied the appeal 
of three native Americans--Ivis and 
Angie Long Visitor, and Joanna Le-
Deaux--to be released from jail where 
they are being held on charges of con-
tempt of the grand jury. The three 
have been in jail since early Sep-
tember for refusing to testify be-
fore the Rapid City grand jury 
about the deaths of two FBI agents 
June 26 in Oglala, South Dakota on 
the Pine Ridge reservation. With the 
Supreme Court rejecting their appeal, 
the three could be held for the life 
of the grand jury, which ends in March 
1976. "I am not a citizen of the 
United States," each Long Visitor 
told. the grand jury. "I am a ci ti-
zen of the Great Sioux Nation. Your 
people signed a treaty with my peo-
ple in 1868. According to that treaty 
we smoked the sacred pipe .... Under 
the treaty I cannot be forced to 
(come to court to testify) ..• I come 
here under protest. The U.S. attor-
ney will try to force me to give up 
these rights. He will threaten to 
take me away from my family and put 
me in jail if I refuse to give up 
my People's treaty rights. The Sioux 
people have always honored the treaty, 
and I ask you, representatives of the 
American people to honor that treaty 
today." 
• ~k 
• • • 
• 
Januart4'$ doldrums -turning you blue? 
Be good -to your body. 
Send it -to 
vatamins. jau·c(Z.S, protein boos-t"ers 
qrains, nu~~. StZe.ds, dri4d .fruits, + {eas 
orqanica 11'1 rai &ed chickens 
and -their eggs 
"No" Votes Heaviest on West Side 
Voters Smash School 
Tax lncre·ase 
Voters turned out to smash the School Board's 
proposed tax increase, giving Administrators of 
Bloomington School District 87 an unpleasant 
surprise December 9.· · 
Every polling place voted against the property 
tax increase, with the heaviest percentage of 
"no" votes coming from West Side neighborhoods. 
Higher income East Side neighborhoods still 
voted down the tax increase, but not as over-
whelmingly as the lower income neighborhoods. 
(For a complete breakdown of the vote by 
polling place, see the chart on the oppo-
tie page.) 
The School Board had asked for a large ~ in-
crease, and apPeared confident that voters would 
grant it. 
The vote was preceded by a series of Pantagraph 
articles friendly to the proposed increase. 
No organized opposition to the tax increase 
appeared until the night before the election, when 
a "Vote No" ad appeared in the Pantagraph. 
Urging voters to stop sitting home and complain-
ing about their taxes, the ad said it was time 
"taxing bodies stop asking for more money I 
There has to be a stopping place sometime--let 
it begin now!" 
Signed by Committee for Responsible Taxation, 
the ad listed Mrs. Teresa Hill, llll S. Livingston, 
as chairperson. 
A Post-Amerikan reporter phoned Mrs. Hill to 
find out what the Committee for Responsible 
Taxation was all about. 
"It's not how much tax we're paying; it's how 
they are using the money," Mrs. Hill said. 
Mrs. Hill said there was a lot of waste in gov-
ernment, some in the form of hiring unnecessary 
administrators. "Some of them don't even know 
what their jobs are. " She said this waste of tax 
money isn't just in the schools but in all areas of 
government. Mrs. Hill said she works in a local 
government office, and said there was "incredible 
waste of taxpayers' money there." 
Mrs. Hill said that there were unnecessary pro-
grams in the schools which could be cut. She 
included athletics, though pointing out that she 
had once been a cheerleader herself. Mrs. Hill 
said the schools taught some foreign languages 
that interested only a few of the entire student 
body. These, too, could be cut. Sex education 
was another area Mrs. Hill thought could go. "I 
have nothing against sex: I just think the kids 
know plenty about it before they take it in school, " 
Mrs. Hill said. 
Asked if opposition to the property tax itself 
played a part in her opposition, Mrs. Hill said 
no. She did mention, though, that her ad brought 
a lot of phone calls from elderly people living on 
pensions who feared they couldn't afford a tax 
increase. One old man told Mrs. Hill he would 
have to sell his house if the referendum passed, 
since his small fixed income couldn't be stretched 
to pay increased property tax. 
Mrs. Hill sympathized with these elderly people 
but emphasized again that her Committee is not 
as much concerned with the amount of taxes as 
how they are spent. 
Mrs. Hill said the Committee for Responsible 
Taxation started with 15 people. Since the "Vote 
No" ad appeared, 15-20 more people have tele-
phoned and expressed interest in joining. 
The defeat of the school tax referendum is not 
the end of the Committee. 
Mrs. Hill said her group plans to attend school 
board meetings to watch where the administra-
tors try to make the estimated $1 million in 
necessary budget cuts. 
I asked Mrs. Hill what would happen if the 
school board tried to make the cuts by firing 
teachers and increasing the pupil-to-teacher 
ratio. 
"If they try that, that's what we'll raise a fit 
about, " Mrs. Hill replied. 
Sure enough. Only a week after the referendum 1 s 
defeat, BHS principal Robert Bryant outlined his 
proposal for BHS's share of the cutbacks. 
Bryant's plan: keep the same number of admin-
istrators, leave the sports program alone, but 
fire 21 teachers and counselors. 
The District 87 school board is expected to begin 
deciding what cuts to make early in January. 
looks like a 
community . 
sleepy, serene 
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look • aga1n. 
If you listen to the city fathers, the Pantagraph,, 
the civic boosters and the phony speechmakers, you 
would think we lived in a 1930's Hollywood set. Enclosed is $2.50 for the next 12 issues. 
But let's look behind the scenes. Each month since 
April, 1972, the Post-Amerikan has been denting 
that serene facade, printing the embarrassing 
truths the city fathers would rather overlook. 
Take another look at Bloomington-Normal. Subscribe 
to th£ Post-Amerikan. 
For the next 12 monthly issues, send $2.50 to Post-
Amerikan, P.O. Box 3452, Bloomington, Illinois 61701. 
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HITS POOR, PROPERTY TAX 
MIDDLE INCOMES HARDEST 
Analysis of property tax--the primary 
method of funding local government--
shows. that it takes more from the poor 
and middle income people, while going 
easiest on the rich. 
Voters defeated the School Board's 
attempt to raise property taxes 
December 9. Examination of the votes 
by geographical area shows that the 
highest concentration of "no" votes 
was cast on Bloomington's west 
side--composed primarily of poor and 
middle income families. (See chart.) 
DIST. 87 Tax Vote 
By Polling Place 
Yes No Total t!Yes 
Sheridan 82 269 351 23 
Bent 200 405 605 33 
Centennial 241 391 632 38 
Stevensen 318 346 664 48 
Irving 101 279 380 27 
Jefferson 82 199 281 29 
Washington 462 656 1118 41 
Lincoln 88 240 328 27 
Emerson 76 168 244 31 
Oakland 1~iH '3gU 864 ~ m7 
Vote breakdown by polling place for the Dec. 9 
referendum for increasing the District 87 school 
tax. Statistics were taken from the Pantagraph, 
except for the %YES column, which the Pantagraph 
did not include. Table shows that West side areas 
like Sheridan, Lincoln, and Irving schools, tended 
to vote "YES" less often than East side areas like 
Washington and Stevenson. (Data are for the vote 
on the 50~ increase for the Education Find. ) 
}~ybe west side voters are fed up with 
the amount of taxes they already 
pay. It's also possible that west 
side voters recognize that property 
tax itself is an unjust tax. 
timized by the property tax, though 
no tenant statistics are included 
in the table. 
Tenants always pay their landlords' 
property tax; it is included in the 
rent. Yet the landlord gets the tax 
deau-ct1on for the tax the tenant 
pays. The tenant pays the property 
tax, and then has to pay income tax 
on the money spent on the landlord's 
property tax. At· least if you are a 
homeowner, your property tax payments 
are tax deductible. 
So, for every income category, tenants 
Fay a higher proportion of their 
incomes for property tax than do home-
owners, since tenants pay both the 
property tax plus the income tax on 
it. 
A new state law looks like it will 
increase the relative share of property 
tax paid by poor and middle income 
people, at least in Bloomington-
Normal. 
Local effects of that new law--re-
quiring that property be assessed as 
33% of its value instead of 50% of 
its value--tend to give a tax break to 
owners of new homes. Owners of 
recently-built subdivision homes will 
benefit from the new law. Some of those 
new homes are occupied by middle 
incqme people. But most are owned by 
those in the wealthier strata. 
Before the new law's effects are 
explained, here's a quick run-down on 
how the tax works : · 
Two key concepts in understanding 
how Rroperty tax works are: assessed 
value, and tax rate. Both of these 
change a lot, which helps make 
property tax confusing. 
All property (except for tax-exempt 
property) in Bloomington has an 
assessed value assigned by the 
assessor. Until 1975, state law 
required that assessors try to assess 
property at 50% of its fair market 
value. · That means that a house which Since property tax is a flat rate tax 
on property value, it is regressive. 
Lower and middle income families 
spend a higher percentage of their 
income on the tax than do wealthy 
people. After paying the property 
tax, the poor have less money left 
with which to buy other necessities. 
sells for $30,000 is supposed to have 
··'-.:an assessed value around $15,000. 
A U.S. government table here shows 
that percentage of income spent on 
property tax declines steadily as 
income rises. 
The tax rate is decided upon by the 
taxing bod1es, like the city council, 
the school board, etc. Last year in 
Bloomington the tax rate was $5.67 for 
each $100 of assessed value. In 
other words, property owners had to 
pay 5.67 percent of their property's 
assessed value to the city. 
So the house selling for $30,000, 
and having an assessed value of 
$15,000, would pay taxes of $15,000 
times 5.67%. This comes to $850. 
If the assessed v~lue went up, the 
amount of taxes paid would go up. 
·Or if the tax rate went up, the amount 
of taxes paid would go up. 
Similarly, if the assessed value went 
down, the amount of taxes paid would 
go down. 
And that's what's happening to the 
newer homes in town. 
A 1975 state law says assessors must 
assign new assessed values to property 
--at 33% of their market value. 
For a lot of neighborhoods, the 
assessors didn't have to make many 
changes. They were already assessed 
at about 33%, because assessed values 
assigned long ago have not been 
changed. Inflation has raised the 
market value, but the assessed value 
hadn't kept pace. 
In some areas. average assessed value 
was as low as 25% of market value. These 
older homes are now getting their 
assessed values raised. Their owners 
· and tenants will pay higher taxes. 
If your landlord raises your rent 
and blames the increase on higher 
taxes, call the Post-Amerikan. 
In newer neighborhoods, though, ·assess-
ments were closer (though not equal) 
to the 50% previously mandated by 
state law. Inflation hasn't had as 
much time to widen the gap between 
the assessed value and the market 
value. 
Consequently, the lowering of assessed 
values to 33% will tend to decrease 
assessed values in the newer n-eighbor-
hoods. · 
That $30,000 home, under the new state 
law, would be assigned an assessed value 
of $10,000. Applying the same 5.67% 
tax rate, that homeowner would pay only 
$567 in taxes. 
In Normal, so many assessed values had 
to be reduced that the city expected 
a loss in total tax revenue. They im-
mediately passed an increase in the tax 
rate. The increase won't really hurt 
homeowners whose assessed valuations 
have just gone down, since the two 
changes will about cancel each other 
out. But for those neighborhoods where 
the assessed values didn't change, . 
the tax increase means less spending 
money in the future. 
REAL ESTATE TAXES AS A PERCENTAGE OF FAMILY 
INCOME, OWNER-OCCUPIED SINGLE FAMILY HOMES, 
1970. . WINTERIZE YOUR GUITAR 
f'amily Income 
% of family income paid 
in property tax~s 
less than $2,000 ••••••••••• 
$2,000 to $2.999 ••••••••••• $3,000 to $3,999 ••••••••••• 
$4,000 to $4,999 ••••••••.•• 
$5,000 to $5,999 ••••••••••• $6,000 to $6,999 ••••••••••• 
$7,000 to $9,999 •••••.••••• $10,000 to $14,999 ••••••••• $15,000 to $24,999 ••••••••• 
$25,000 or more ••••••••••• 
All incomes 
16.6 
9.7 
7.7 
6.4 
5.5 
4.7 
4.2 
3.7 
3.3 
2.9 
4.9 
SOURCE& Hearings on the Property Tax Relief 
and Reform Act held by the Senate Committee 
on Government Operations, Subcommittee on 
Intergovernmental Relations, 1973. 
And this table applies only to home-
owners living in their own homes. 
Tenants, especially poo~ and middle 
income tentants, are especially vic-
STOP iN AT AX-IN-HAND 
And have your 
guitar checked for 
• New Strings 
• Cracks and 
other dryness . 
problems 
Check out the 
Dampit Humidifier 
105 Broadway • Normal 
OPPOSITION TO FREEWAY 
The Illinois Committee on Freeways, 
(ILCOF), a Champaign-based public 
interest group which opposes funding 
large supplemental freeways in Illi-
nois, held a meeting with Heyworth 
residents at Heyworth High School on 
December 15. The purpose was to in-
form people around Heyworth of what 
they could expect if the planned 
Supplemental Freeway 412 was con-
structed in their area, plus what 
the freeway would mean to many Illi-
nois citizens in rural areas. 
(See map adjoining article.) 
SOME FREEWAY FACTS 
One member of ILCOF told the audience 
of aQout 150 people that when the free-
way system was planned in 1967, there 
was no talk of an energy crisis, no 
food shortages, inflation nowhere as 
great as it is today, and higher speed 
limits. At the time, a freeway system 
probably would have been applauded as 
a necessary addition to Illinois. But 
today, the need for a freeway system 
like the one proposed by the Illinois 
Department of Transportation doesn't 
really exist. 
To provide an example of what Heyworth 
residents could expect with a freeway 
running through some of their farmland, 
a Monticello, Illinois farmer spoke 
about his experiences with Interstate 
72. Mr. Lilly said he had just built 
an addition to a tenant house on some 
of his land, and he didn't think I-72 
would even come close to it, according 
to the maps he was shown. But the · 
'-whole house was demolished for the in-
terstate highway. Lilly thought state 
surveyors would stay on a straight line 
while planning the course of the high-
way, but they never did. Further, if 
he had questions about land use, the 
'land involved in the right-of-way was 
always subleased several times through 
a number of contractors, making it 
virtually impossible to get answers 
to his questions. 
HEYWORTH EXPERIENCE 
On Lilly's land, improper planning 
by the highway department contributed 
to drainage problems. "Any more, I 
don't know where the water'll run," 
he said. Lilly has about six acres 
of bluegrass covered with silt now. 
Finally, Lilly mentioned the prob-
lems that he, like other farmers, 
encountered with payments for land 
use. "Inflation works against far-
mers when it comes to farm improve-
ments which are torn down for the 
highway," he said. Some improvements 
like wells which are destroyed and for 
which the farmer is reimbursed, can't 
be rebuilt for the price the farmer 
received from the highway department. 
Following remarks from Mr. Lilly, John 
Marlin, director of the Illinois Com-
mittee on Freeways, addressed the 
group. One of the people who coord-
inated the fight against the Oakley 
Dam, Marlin, hoped to establish that 
fights against bureaucracies aren't 
easily fought and won, and sometimes 
only succeed in putting bureaucrats' 
plans on the back burner, like the 
Oakley Dam project and the proposed 
new Lock and Dam 26 at Alton. He got 
into fighting bureaucracy, Marlin said, 
because "it became apparent that the 
government was pouring a lot of con-
crete into places where they shouldn't 
be pouring any concrete." 
Marlin said that even state-hired 
consultants have now determined that 
Supplemental Freeway 412 should not 
be built north of Decatur. But, he 
added, consultants' opinions don't 
always count--Illinois Department of 
Transportation officials and other 
Illinois politicians want the freeway. 
Besides, Marlin said, a consultant is 
just "a person who borrows your watch 
from you to tell you what time it is, 
and then charges you." 
The Illinois Supplemental Freeway 
System at one .. time was supposed to 
cost about two and a half billion 
dollars. Now, says Marlin, the esti-
mate for the Freeway System is $7.1 
billion. Of that $7.1 billion, Illi-
nois is responsible for $3 billion of 
the total cost. And, that $3 billion 
is enough "to widen and resurface · 
every mile of every road in the whole 
state under state jurisdiction." 
Marlin warned the audience that free-
ways are bond money, and bonds have 
to be paid back to the banks that dir-
ectly finance such projects. With the 
example of New York City predominant 
in people's minds, demonstrating the 
power banks hold over cities and 
states, any project which would in-
crease Illinois' debt and increase 
the risk of default to the banks would 
be distasteful. Federal funds, Marlin 
said, come when "they pick your pocket, 
send it to Washington, the bureaucrats 
take their cut, and then send a little 
back." 
FREEWAY TO GOOFY 
RIDGE? 
Addressing~ther problems with the 
proposed freeway, Marlin condemned 
plans for constructing an interstate-
type highway system which would serve 
remote areas of Illinois. Simple mod-
ifications in the existing highways 
would do just as well, according to 
Marlin. "For a cor-ridor like U.S. 51, 
which has heavy traffic, a 4-lane 
highway like U.S. 66 is probably jus-
tifie~. If it intersects another 
highway, have a grade separation. To 
move from one highway to another, veer 
off on a right exit and have a stop 
sign. There's nothing wrong with a 
stop sign once in a while." Unfortu-
nately, IDOT planners like limited 
access highways which use lots of 
acreage for smooth entrances and 
exits. 
Another alternative to freeways is 
the simpler addition of passing lanes 
to existing highways. "When we sug-
gested passing lanes to the highway 
department, they said you can't do it. 
They said passing lanes are just for 
(Creditl Freeway~.) 
----,--,,::,;_ u.caca 
mountains," Marlin added cynically. 
The current freeway plans are based 
on 1950's population growth rates---
projected on the basis of the booming 
birth rates which have since declined. 
"In cities other than Decatur and 
Bloomington, the planners' populat;;,;fion 
projections are now 40% off," Marlin 
said. 
Divinyl .Madness 
6. 98 list 
price al~ums 
always 4.48 
MEETS IN HEYWORTH 
'Several hundred 
Heyworth residents 
attend meeting to 
hear freeway,plans. 
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USHER IN THE NEW YEAR 
WJTH JEWELRY FROM 
YAH-TA-HEY 
Consider the fine taste 
and quality of authentic 
handcrafted Indian Silver 
Turquoise Jewelry 
CHOOSE FROM A WIDE SELECTION OF RINGS, BRACELETS, LIQUID 
SILVER NECKLACES, HESHI, SHELL AND CORAL TURQUOISE 
NECKLACES, BELTBUCKLES, BOLO TIES AND MUCH MORE AT 
THE LOWEST PRICES. LADIE~:luNGS FROM $8.00- $32.00 
MEN'S RINGS FROM $20. 00 - $60. 00 
MERCHANDISE IS SOLD 1/3 
SOUTHWESTERN RETAIL VALUE 
'fAK·TA-It'l 
Wishes You 
A HAPPY NEW YEAR! 
CENTER AND WASHINGTON STREETS 
CLOSED SUNDAY AND TUESDAY 
·COLONEL CARDBOARD 
INVADES 
Most of the rhetoric that accompanies 
plans for the freeways, Marlin noted, 
is from politicians who speak flowing-
ly of progress invading small towns 
and communities. But what are some 
of the real results which accompany 
freeway construction? 
Because the freeways are limited ac-
cess, local residents have to travel 
further, even if they're just visiting 
neighbors or hauling grain. In some 
cases, Marlin said, rural citizens 
have to go miles out of their way just 
to.go anywhere. School bus and fire 
truck routes become longer, too. 
The truth about stimulating business 
in small communities is usually a half-
truth. In many cases people are put 
out of work, and local businesses die 
off, only to yield to franchises owned 
by interests in Chicago or New York. 
"Take I-74, when it replaced old U.S. 
150 'Ma's Home Gookin' got shut ~own 
in just about every town where people 
used to drive through. Mom's shut 
down now. She's out of work. But 
you can go to Stuckey's, or Colonel 
Cardboard," Marlin continued. 
"There used to be gas stations in 
these small towns, owned and operated 
by a local resident. They are closed 
down now. There are shiny new gas 
stations at the interchanges, but 
they're leased. The money goes some-
where else," Marlin continued. 
Some people like superhighways because 
strip development has created a need 
for them. Strip development, which 
is exemplified by numerous homes con-
structed along a major highway, is a 
problem because every lot along the 
highw~y can't have a driveway. The 
Decatur experience is that because 
of strip development, pressure builds 
for more highways to cope with the 
congested ones. Marlin called at-
tention to the fact that the outskirts 
of large cities with freeways are 
where large shopping centers are now 
locating. Cham~aign's downtown dis-
trict is dying (as is Bloomington's). 
"Your freeway will make it easier to 
get to Bloomington or Champaign to the 
shopping center where they can get 
ripped off by some outfit from Chicago. 
Down in Champaign, you might think the 
shopping center is local, but the monev 
goes to Chicago or New York." • 
Citing McLean County as an example, 
Marlin said bankers1and real estate 
agents want land to change hands. 
If land is taken up~for highway use, 
farmers are stuck w th the task of 
looking ~or new lan . By the time 
they begin looking, real estate agents 
and brokers have jacked up land prices 
sometimes as much as 75%. Marlin added 
that condemnation procedures which 
force landowners to sell usually jeo-
pardize prices that farmers could re-
ceive for their land. 
APPLY PRESSURE 
Marlin stressed that it is essential 
for farmers and rural residents to 
~egin organizing against the pressures 
for freeways. "I bet very few of you 
have contributed money to candidates 
in the last election. But you know 
the highway boys contributed ... and 
to the right people. It costs $15,000 
to run for state representative around 
here. And they don't get that money 
a couple bucks at a time from farmers, 
college kids, and small businessmen. 
They get it from the big boys." 
Marlin suggested that farmers con-
tribute money for the continuation of 
the research/lobbying effort by ILCOF 
and write to representatives condemn-
ing freeway construction plans. 
----Jeremy Timmens 
Vested Interests Push 
Alton Lock Construction 
fO 
On its agriculture page in early Dec-
ember, the Pantagraph featured a news 
story synthesized from the Soybean 
Digest. The Digest, an organ of the 
American Soybean Association, which 
re-presents big-time agri-business and 
land interests, contained an article 
. about the "deteriorated" lock and dam 
in Alton, Illinois. 
The article contended that farmers' 
access to world markets may go "down 
the river" if the future of the Alton 
lock and dam goes undecided since a 
railroad car shortage also limits 
transport. Citing the opinions of the 
'<:!xpert" Army Corps of Engineers, the 
American Soybean Association regurgi-
tated the myth that the Alton lock and 
dam has been irreparably weakened. 
Supposedly the facility could be des-
troyed by an ice floe or a flood, 
blocking river traffic for eight years. 
Army Corps of Engineers scare-tactics 
are at work again. The Soybean Digest 
article said that some "farm groups, 
grain cooperatives, and water carriers" 
are joining the lobby for constructing 
a new dam. But countless independent. 
farmers, conservationists, and water-
recreation enthusiasts are fighting 
against the new facility on the grounds 
that it would flood out valuable Mis-
sissippi and Illinois River basin farm-
land, destroy wildlife reserves, and 
impede the use of the rivers for re-
creation. And the Army Corps' real 
plans are never revealed in the Soy-
bean Digest. 
Why a dam? 
On the surface, the Soybean Dlgest 
article suggests that the locks must 
remain open because approximately 24 
million tons of grain and soybeans 
pass through the locks annually. What 
the large soybean producers.really 
like, though, are the inexpensive 
freight charges for shipping by 
barge. For some reason, barge lines 
do not have to pay fuel taxes or any 
kind of waterway use taxes. On the 
other hand, the Army-corps of Engineers 
imposed user taxes on other waterways 
users such as recreational vessels. 
CAUGHT IN THE ACT! 
8 YEARS IN- BUSINESS 
THE UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER SYSTEM: 
A THREA1ENED II£SOURCE 
.l_ ______ ~ 
Assuming the worst possible results 
the Soybean Digest concluded that if 
the lock and dam at Alton were closed 
"A major link to our export markets ' 
wo~ld be cut, forcing dependence on 
rallroads or trucking beans to St. 
Louis for access to Southern ports." 
"The negative impact on prices is 
obvious," said the Digest. 
History 
Last June's Post-Amerikan chronicled 
the struggle over lock and dam 26 1n 
Alton .. A U.S. District Court Judge 
later lssued an injunction which res-
trained the Army Corps of Engineers 
from beginning construction on a new 
facility a few miles upstream from 
the existing one. This summer, the 
Senate Appropriations Committee was 
to vote on a package which contained 
an amendment_authorizing the Army 
~orps to begln work on the project 
ln Alton. A last-minute opposition 
effort na~rowly defeated the amend-
ment. Unfortunately, several other 
bills are coming up soon which would 
authorize building the new lock and 
dam facility. 
CELEBRATING 8 
YEARS IN THE 
8 YEARS AGO 
We Kinda Jumped 
Into Business 
'"I hear you have the best pizza 
in town here." 
Now open for Lunch 
at Noon 
Spe.cial: Free Draft or soft 
beverage with any sandwich 
basket 
12-4 PM 
_ialery 
I & II 
Downtown Normal 
827-9586 827-9137 
$1 off any sma;·l . ~r - m';io.um 
pizza-pitcher of beer combina-
tion. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
LEG .BUSINESS 
"No kidding? You used to deliver 
Galery Pizzas. too?" 
(We don't deliver anymore, but 
come in or phone for pizza 
pickup) 
4 
the I g'~lfY 
827-9586 827-9137 
EVERY NITE SPECIAL 
FAMILY SAUSAGE PIZZA-
-PITCHER OF BEER 
SPECIAL, 5-B P.M. 
A $6.35 VALUE-ONLY 
$5.15 
"The deal is-a pitcher of beer 
and a Family Galery Pizza with 
everything except onions-or I 
don't come in. .. 
tgalery 
I & II 
Downtown Normal 
827-9586 827-9137 
Now Open for Lunch 
At 12 p.m. 
Special: Free Draft 
or Soft Beverage with 
Any sandwich Basket 
12-4 p.m. 
$1 1f~ off dny small or medium piua-
pit( hPr of hct>-r combination. 
Expires 1/31/76 
The effort at lock and dam 26 is the 
beginning of a $55 million effort to 
completely redo the upper Mississippi 
River system plus the Illinois River. 
The Corps hopes to transform the 
rivers into superhighways for barge 
traffic. Interestingly, Corps 
figures indicate that railroads are 
ineffective modes of transportation, 
and the projections into the year 2030 
actually plan for the demise of rail 
traffic • 
The questions which need to be answered 
are whether a new lock facility needs 
to be built and whether Army Corps 
rationale for a river superpighway is 
valid. 
The present lock and dam facility, ac-
cording to other studies, is sufficient 
for the needs of barge lines. The 
Army Corps' own Environmental Impact 
Statement issued in June 1974 main-
tained that the existing lock and 
dam could be completely rehabilitated· 
for about $100 million over a 50-year 
period. A new dam would cost $400 
million. Further, the statement said, 
"If major problems should develop, 
they probably would not be-precipitous. 
It is very unlikely, for instance, that 
the dam would actually collapse, caus-
ing a wall of water to move down-
stream." 
Rehabilitating the present dam would 
not ca~se that many problems. One 
of four rehabilitation measures reco-
mmends closing the waterway for three 
years, ~ot eight as the Soybean Digest 
suggested. Also, on1y one major re-
pair needs to be completed at the pre-
sent dam site. -.A ·scour hole, ·which 
is a depression in the riverbed caused ,.~;,~_ 
by water plunging over the Alton Dam 
needs to be filled, A simple fill of :: 
dredged sand covered with a four-foot 
layer of 5,000 pound stones could 
solve the problem. But the Army -, 
Corps prefers having something to ~ 
complain about to doing something 
about the problem. 
The Army Corps wants to move more 
barge traffic through the locks. 
Instead of building a completely new 
lock and dam, they might examine some 
alternatives to how the present facil-
ity is used. First, some barge oper-
ators like to move large tows down the 
river. The time it takes these to 
pass through ties up the locks and 
forces others to wait. Usually, large 
tows are double lockages, or two bar-
ges connected to each other complete-
ly loaded with freight. Lock opera-
tors say that it takes three times as 
long to pass a double-lockage through 
as it does a single-lockage tow. E-
liminating the double-locakge will 
cut down the time consumption at the 
locks, although the barge owners' 
already high profit margins will be 
reduced somewhat if they cannot haul 
as much freight on one towboat as be-
fore. 
A study presented at the Society of 
Naval Architects and Marine Engineer-
ing underscored the total failure of 
the barge companies to cooperate with one 
another in scheduling and sharing equip-
ment. Many empty barges travel in both 
directions on navigable waterways, which 
ties up the locks for fully-loaded tows. 
The Corps is "considering" the implement-
ation of a computerized traffic reporting 
system which would let barge operators 
know what equipment is available to them. 
Before rash judgments are made which 
taxpayers will regret in the future, 
and which will allow barge operators 
to reap huge profits, all alternatives 
to constructing a new lock and dam in 
Alton must be considered. Thousands 
of railroad employees will be facing 
unemployment if such measures are a-
dopted by Congress. And, chances 
are that food prices will keep on 
going up whether or not an adequate 
transportation system is available. 
Before the lock and dam became such 
an issue, food prices skyrocketed for 
reasons that only the food monopoly 
and retail monopoly know. 
-----Jeremy Timmens 
Helmefc Claimed tafer 
Dear Editor: 
In the December, 1975, issue of the Post 
Amerikan, at page ll, you published an article 
entitled "Wear a Helmet-- (And Lose Your Head)." 
In this article, the anonymo~~thor cited 
a number of statistics (although without identi-
fying the sources), and implied that motorcyclists 
are safer without helmets than with them. 
The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety 
a nonprofit research group funded by a number of 
insurance trade associations and insurance com-
panies, seems to have concluded otherwise. I 
enclose for your information an article from the 
November 28, 1975, issue of Product Safety & 
Liability Reporter, which summarizes this study. 
I have also asked IIHS to send you a copy of 
the complete study, in case you are interested 
in a more detailed and, I think, more objective 
view of the problem. 
Very truly yours, 
Ethan Evans 
~ost Note: The author is a State Farm Corporate 
Attorney.) · 
HERE'S WHAT EVANS SENT US: 
Product Safety & Liability Reporter 
Auto Safety 
IIHS STUDY INDICATES MOTORCYCLE HELMET 
USE LAWS HELP REDUCE CRASH FATALITIES 
A study conducted by the Insurance Institute 
for Highway Safety indicates that motorcyclist 
helmet use laws are helping to reduce fatalities 
in motorcycle crashes, it was reported Nov. 5. 
The IIHS study compared the fatal crash in-
volvement rates in eight states which adopted 
helmet laws, with similar states that had no such 
laws during a comparable period. 
The study found, IIHS reported, that the 
"average fatal involvement rate for the eight 
states that enacted helmet use laws declined 
from more than 10 per 10,000 registered motor-
cycles the year before the laws' enactments to 
about seven per 10,000 registered motorcycles, 
both in the years of enactments and the following 
years. In contrast, the average fatal involvement 
rate in the eight matched states that enacted no 
helmet laws at the time that their comparison 
~tate did so remained at about 10 per 10, 000 
registered motorcycles throughout the period 
studied." 
The Post-Amerikan more than welcomes letters 
from its readers. Send them to PO Box 3452, 
Bloomington, and don't worry about the word 
limit most newspapers have. When a letter is 
longer than the traditional letter-to-the-editor, 
we often give it a headline and lay it out like a 
regular article. So write to us! 
Male Aeeeptin_g the 
Anal,gcic of ''H· t II •c or ,g 
Dear Post People: 
As I read the review of the book, Women's 
Role In History in last month's Post, I felt un-
easy about the whole point of view of the review, 
which presumably reflects the ideas of the book 
itself. 
Thinking about it afterwards, I felt worse. 
I guess my reaction hinges on the writer's 
agreement with the book's author that it is a 
~ that women have been a subjugated sex 
throughout history. 
The women who have "made it" in male-
defined history ~ exceptions, which is probably 
more fortunate than unfortunate. What I remem-
ber from my history classes is who started what 
war when, who made what contributions to a 
technology used to further exploit and control 
workers, and which politicians were the most 
corrupt. 
The reviewer seems to buy the prevailing 
view, that a history which excludes not only 
women but most men as well, is truly impor-
tant, while what most women do is not impor-
tant at all. 
Granted, dropping bombs and going on cru-
sades is more glamorous than either factory 
work or "making pudding, " but what kind of 
history has that made for us? Not one that I 
have much desire to contribute to. 
And it is a history which excludes most 
women, not just in retrospect, but because they 
have been subjugated throughout history. Wom-
en 1 s roles have been defined by their biology. 
Their energies have gone into childbearing and 
rearing, a function the male culture considers 
un-historical. Doesn't consider very much at 
all, really. 
The book !. would like to hand out like candy 
to my friends is not a book which digs up those 
exceptional women, like Cleopatra, who were 
"not all that different in their urges for, and 
their uses of, power than any of their male con-
temporaries. " I would rather read books about 
women who rebel against that wh~le psychology. 
A Sister 
Viefor,g for Ca,gc 
Thought your readers might be interested to 
know that on December 4 the Human Rights Com-
mission jurisdiction (here in Bloomington, Indi-
ana) was expanded to include coverage of people 
discriminated against because of sexual prefer-
ence, age, and marital status. The former on<' 
caused a great deal of uproar in the community, 
mostly from Christians. The normally bland 
city council meeting had 250+ people there and 
was the ultimate experience in dealing with hmmo.-
phobic people. The council passed the amend-
ment 5-0 (with 4 members absent). This is an 
important victory for gays (and others) here ••• 
the mayor supported this amendment. But it 
also has caused quite a backlash, which perhaps 
will make city politics more interesting in the 
future. Will keep you posted--
Sue & Ellen 
Worce than a Nare 
To Whom It May Concern: 
I'm an inmate at Elreno Federal Reforma-
tory. I received a copy of your paper from a 
fellow inmate and glanced through it: quite true 
and to my liking. So I thought I would write and 
put forth my opinion on it, as far as sneaking, 
dirty, nasty narcs that would bust their mother 
for her own prescription. 
Question: What's worse than a low life sneaking, 
dirty narc? 
Answer: A person you grow up with, who was 
your partner in d~aling drugs and turns states 
evidence on you; he gets probation (maybe mare) 
and you get time. It's the chance you take, if 
you're successful, well more power to you; if 
you get busted, you better hope like hell you have 
a good attorney. Doing time for drugs just isn't 
t worth it, so think about it, fellow pushers, when 
you make your next deal to one of your best 
buddies! 
T. Nitke 
Inmate Wantc 
tommunieation 
Dear Post: 
I am a prisoner in a Connecticut prison. I 
am appealing to you at this time for some of your 
correspondence. I realize it takes time to sit 
down and really write a good letter. But at this 
point in my hour of horror, I would welcome it 
with open arms. Do this, as I really am looking 
forward to any and all mail. Will answer all 
· letters. 
Thanks from the bottom of my heart. 
William Renaud 
P. 0. Box 100 
Somers, Conn. 06071 
P. S. I would appreciate it if only the sin-
cere write as I would like to build a long and 
lasting friendship with those interested. 
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POST NOTE: Early in December ISU's 
Capen Audi_torium was completely full 
of students and townspeople hearing 
and watching a program titled, "Who 
Killed JFK?" Presented by the Assass-
ination Information Burea~,the program 
included three showings of the long-
suppressed Zapruder film, which actu-
ally caught JFK's killing on film. 
Assassination Information Bureau has 
researched the Kennedy killings for 
years, and is calling for an official 
re-opening of the investigation of 
Kennedy's assassination. At ISU, Bob 
Katz presented the case, telling how 
the Warren Commission's version of 
the killing is a fabrication and a 
cover-up. The real assassins are 
still free. 
************************************ 
Although most all of us know that John 
Kennedy was murdered Nov. 22, 1963, we 
still don't know who it really was 
that killed him. The Warren Commiss-
ion, headed by Chief Justice Earl 
Warren and including then-congress-
people Ge·rald Ford and Hale BoGgs, 
Senators Richard B. Russell and John 
Sherman Cooper, former CIA Director 
Alan Dulles and former diplomat 
John J. McCloy, would have us believe 
the following: 
1) only one assassin, Oswald, fired 
the shots in Dallas' Dealey Plaza; 
2) there were three shots, and all 
were fired from behind the two vic-
tims, Kennedy and then-Texas Governor 
John Connally; and 
3) one bullet missed both men; one 
passed through Kennedy's neck and 
Connally's chest and right wrist, 
then hitting his left thigh. The 
other hi~ Kennedy in the head. 
These conclusions were supposedly based 
on some 25,000 interviews conducted 
by the FBI, and another 1550 by the 
Secret Service. A Harris Poll, 
taken in October, shows that 65% 
of the public believe that the 
Kennedy assassinatjon was "not the 
act of one individ~al, but rather of 
a larger conspiracy." 
Lee Harvey Oswald was arrested after 
Kennedy's shooting, in a movie house. 
He was not informed that he was under 
arrest for the killing of the Presi-
dent, but was said to have killed 
Dallas patrolman J.D. Tippett. 
Though it is customary for police to 
tape interrogations of suspects, 
especially one accused bf killing 
of the President, Dallas police kept 
no tapes of their six-hour interroga-
tion of Oswald. They did note the 
contents of his wallet, however. 
Police said that for two days they 
couldn't get hold of a tape recorder, 
and they just couldn't SQueeze a sten-, 
ographer into the overcrowded room. 
Oswald insisted he was a patsy and had 
been set up, and didn't even get a 
lawyer. Sunday, Nov. 24, Dallas 
police decided that for Oswald's 
safety from possible killers, he must 
be moved from the police station to 
the county jail. Yet police announced 
their agenda to the media! It was 
during this transfer, in the police 
station basement, that Oswald was 
killed by Jack Ruby, local nightclub 
owner. Ruby was on very familiar 
terms with Dallas police, and had 
access to the police basement. 
Even though the scheduled move was 
nearly an hour late, Ruby just happen-
ed to be in the police basement at the 
right time to kill Oswald. 
We are told that Oswald shot three 
shots from the rear of the book de-
pository, whi~h would have been at 
a point 265 feet behind Kennedy's 
car. If Kennedy was shot from 
behind, why did the Zapruder film 
clearly show his head go several feet 
backward, at the rate of 100 feet 
per second/per second? The laws of 
physics dictate that the shot would 
have had to come from the front to 
force him so violently backward. 
The police in the motorcade directly 
behind Kennedy's car were sprayed 
with his blood and brain matter. 
Could- that be the result of a shot 
coming from behind them? 
Who Really 
1 Texas School Book 
Depository 
2 Houston Street 
3 Elm Street 
4 Main Street 
5 Commerce Street 
6 Triple Underpass 
7 Photographer Zapruder 
8 Grassy Knoll 
9 StemmonsFreeway Sign 
Kennedy's body was taken directly to 
Washington without an autopsy, al-
though Texas law mandates that no one 
who dies in the state of Texas may 
be taken out without an autopsy per~ 
formed. Later, three military sur-
geons in Washington did the autopsy. 
The autopsy was not completely per-
formed, and the notes were burned by 
the surgeons. 
The shots took place between the book 
depository and a grassy knoll. Ama-
teur photographer Abraham Zapruder · 
stood by the knoll, and took a movie 
of the motorcade and the shootings. 
Life magazine bought his film for 
$250,000 in 1967, but the film was 
ILLINOIS 
never publicized until recently. 
The film shows how Kennedy was forced 
back by the shots, yet the Warren 
Commission report does not even refer 
to the backward motion of his head. 
Oswald was supposed to have done the 
shooting out of the sixth story of 
the book depository. A witness 
claims to have seen a man like Os-
wald hanging out of the window, yet 
a picture taken at the time shows no-
body iri the window. 
Dallas police also had a difficult 
time identifying the rifle used. Al-
though it was clearly marked, "Made 
in Italy," the police first identified 
the gun as a German Mauser, and la te-:r:· 
said it was an Italian Mannlicher-
Carcano, and traced it to Oswald. 
The scope of the rifle was off in such 
a way that it would take a stroke of 
luck to hit what was being aimed at. 
Oswald was rated as a mediocre marks-
person whe_n he was in the Marines. 
But the most interesting point is 
that no ammunition for Oswald's rifle 
had been made since 1949. Oswald's 
gun was bolt-action and no more than 
three shots could have been fired 
in six seconds, even by an expert 
marksperson. 
The Warren Commission maintains that 
all wounds were by three shots--one 
shot missed,one_ hit Kennedy's head, 
and one bullet had the tremendous task 
of going through Kennedy's neck, 
Connally's chest, his right wris-<;;· 
and his left thigh. This is the 
Commission's Single Bullet Theory. 
Without this theory, that one bullet 
caused four wounds, the Warren 
Commission would have had to conclude 
that mor~ bullets were involved than 
Oswald could have shot--and therefore 
more people did the shooting. The 
Zapruder film shows Connally reacting 
to his wounds a full second after 
Kennedy's neck wound. If the Comm-
ission's Single Bullet Theory is to 
be feasible, the,bullet would have 
had to pause in ~!d-air for one 
second, turn, and proceed to wound 
Connally. Connally himself testified 
that it was another bullet that hit 
him, and not the same one that struck 
Kennedy's neck. The Commission dis-
misses this, saying "in the horror 
of the moment C·onnally was- mistaken." 
Continued on next page--
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Killed nnedy? 13 
Many witnesses felt that the shots 
came from behind'a low ~all on the 
grassy,knoll. In.one spectator~s film, 
~a person is seen behind the wall, in 
a go~d position to se~ and shoot. Two 
witnesses sitting on· the side of the· 
knoil', Mr·. and Mrs.· NeWman, hoth said 
'they heard bullets whizz~:hg ·over · 
their heads, yet neither-were ever 
called to testify before the'Warren 
Commission. Of 80 eye witnesses, 
58· said the gunfir:__e came from the 
kriQll. 
One photo of a policeman.leading 
away some arrested bystanders shows 
~ receiver-type device in the offi~er's 
ear. When question~d about thi_s, the 
policeman replied he'd had an earache 
that day and had cotton in hfs ear. 
The photo· clearly_ shows an ob~ect with 
· Student Center, Dayidson Room' 7:30P.M. 
11 .• S .• IU .• 
a wire c orri.lng down ou't '·of it, not 
cotton. This leads some to believe 
that· the Dallas p-olice. kept. in con,-
tact with ·one anoth.er that Q.ay, comml,l.-
nicating thro~Igh. such g.adge·ts. 
'Dallas police also kept no records 
of any arrests that day other than 
Oswald's., Neither did the neighbor-
ing town 9f Fort Worth. 'Pnony,arrests, 
to .whisk the real· assassins safely. 
out· -of the· way-, could· have been ace om-· 
pl·ished in this .manner. 
On the day of ·the motcr.rcade, secr~t­
servicemen- neglected their basic duties 
to protect the Pres.ident. They were 
to make-sure· all windows in buildings 
wer·e c],osed, and didn't_, ');heir job· · 
was also to·- be stati~med· on the roofs 
of. all bui~dings, watch~n§ for snipers. 
They-weren't. · 
• 
-Tuesday'· February 3 
Union, Founders Room 7:30 P.'M. Wedrie'sday, February 4 
lllt()ILIII()A\ "'. 11~-~ 
Gold Ro~m 7:30P.M. 
. Thursday,. Februaz:y 5 
tilts llJI) 
February T and 8 'and February 14 and 15 
· Hbward Johnson's 9 t~ 9 
Oswaldwith guris 
Life Cover Feb. 21, 1964 
Life maiazine printed a picture show~ 
ing Oswald with the g_un used to kill 
Kennedy. Oswald saw .ttte_pici;ure and 
insisted that it was his face but not 
his body, and that the ptcture had 
' been faked. Close examination of ~he 
picture in question.reveals that .it 
could not be Oswald. The face and 
body cast -different _shadows--the 
boqy shadow is slig~tly to the right, 
whil~ the face shadow is·directly.be- · 
/-neath the nose' as though the person 
is standing in ·the summer sun at noon. 
·The Warren Commission maintains that 
the photo was not doctored and it is 
Oswald with the gun. · · 
If·a conspiracy to kill Kennedy did· 
-exist, such -as between the Dallas po-
lice and the CIA, what could oe the 
motives? Cuba could have been the 
central 'motive. At the time of.the 
Bay of Pigs invasion, Kennedy refused 
to .overthrow Castro." This angered the 
CIA, conservatives,.and the American_/ 
property holders in Cuba. · Kennedy's 
ch~nging yietnam policies angered the 
CIA and conservatives-also. 
The ~overup rests with the Warren 
Commission. Unfortunately, the forces 
that, e'overed the_ facts· about the 
Kennedy assassination are as powerful 
-today. as .. they were twelve years ago. -
Justice hinge$ on the ability· to find 
out the truth of November 22, 1963~ 
J. Tippel 
- ~ . -
t_lacc Aetio,. ·~if -Rite· 
·IO,reed · tterilization 
The fight against forced sterilization 
is currently being presse~ in Los 
Angeles Federal Court. Eleven Chicana 
women who were deceived into being' 
sterilized against their'wills have 
_initiated a class action suit.against 
the federal government to .have guide-
lines 'for the op,erations completely 
·revamped. 
\ . 
The women charge that. doctors at the 
Los Angeles County Medical C·enter -lied 
to them and used coercion and threats· 
·- in order to get their signatures on 
consent forms for the sterilizations. 
Four of the women charge they never 
·signed_the forms and only found out 
t[ley had been sterflized.several weeks 
later; -. · · 
Dolores Madrigal said in the suit that 
she refused to' submit to steriliza-
tion, . but while in labor signed the 
cons'ent form after the doctor assured 
her "the operation could be easily re-' 
--·verse~. " 
-Rebecca Figueroa. said- that nurses told 
.her that birth control pills would 
make her. sick and she would die unless 
-she agreed to be steriliZed.· The 
forms we~e Written in English and she 
couid n~t understand them. 
' . . . . /' . . 
One of the goals of the suit is to 
·force hqspitals receiving federal · 
funds to provide sterilization coun-
selling and consent forms in English 
and Spanish. T~e suit also demands 
that hospitals provide consent forms 
in wording that is easily understand-
able. 
In a tired attempt at di~tatori'al. pol• . _' 
itics, ISU secretary Charles Morris 
has taken 1t on the chin agai~. iViorris, 
if you recall, attempted th~:~,t "slea"y-
frame.-up" of for~er ISU _student Mart.y 
Meketarian in coi:u1ection wit)l last 
spring's People's Park f~stivities. 
Well,_. afte~ six months ,of doubleta.lk 
and bureaucratic stal~in~ _tactics( the 
ISU Supreme Court (SCE.RB)·voted 4-l-l 
·to clear Meketarian of allegefl. wrong..;-
doing. Earlier in :the 'fiasco~ the . 
court found Meketarian g't;iilty of viol-
ating university · po).i,cie s. · 
Upon returntng ;~om--~ ou~--of-state . 
business trip, Meketarian received a 
letter from SCERB statrng the board · 
heard the case (without any defense/· 
testimony) and fo"Qnd.him guilty •. ·out-
raged at what Meketarian t"ermed 
"Charlie • s fasci'st tactics, " he w~nt 
to SCERB .and listened to a taped.re-
c.or!iing ·of the hearil'lK he ·was 'Unable 
to attend. After. listening to the 
on-e.;.sided hearing, Meketarianfiled 
.an appeal. Soon thereafter, he !!las 
'lV!arty'Meke-tarian.readhis statE;i-
. ment at his first· SCERB hearing. 
All of. the above allegations Morris. 
co~ld not prove; :t;hus, the char.ges 
were- dropped._ Of :Morris, Meketarian 
had .this .to SaY• "I'm not bitter. 
.Obv.ioi:J:..<!ly 'the guy• E! got problems. .He 
wants ·to pe President someday and .·· 
doesn't .kriow the proP,er way to go. about 
it. I think Charlie's best bet would 
be to- retire. He's not 'worthy of .a 
public posit-ion, at least, riot -a:t this 
time. Ld.on't think anyone with as 
reckless and irresponsible ari attitude 
should' be'in a position of' responsi-
bility,_ especially in a university." 
As for Meketarian himself;· he has re-
ceived negative publicity ~d cannot 
get a job loc.aTly. - "I haven't ruled. 
o.ut. disciplinary, action of my .own, ag- _ 
aihst those elementswho've·negatively 
aided mysituatiort• I haven't been a-
ble to get a job here sil).ce J;his whole 
mess was initiated by Morrisi. I've · . 
contacted some. legal people, ·butt-We '11 
have to wait and see ·what happens,": · 
Meketariari said. His advice to ISU 
.stqdents· who must deal with Morris is 
to "watch him ciosely. .He's an.over-
'cl!t'ared.. · 2 .. 'Mor~is referred. to Meketarian 
as "8, ·known· leader'' and said th:~t .· 
Meketarian had "re~=Jponsitd:li:t;y for 
instigating"~ Pe,ople 's ~ark acti vi tie's. 
zealous individual who want.s. to be 
.President. That t¥pecan be dangerous." 
In a Post~Amer-ikan interview, Meke-
'tarian gave an account .of just a few 
of Morris • wild accusations at the 
hearing. .Hei-e ~s how those -1wild 
accusations•· went• 
1. Morris claimed that Meketariari 
attended People'.s Park Rites of·. 
Spririg, w.ith ·intent to. violate ISU 
.rules a ".He (Meketariari) knew Of j;,he .· 
deCision ( ISU "s decision. not to saric:.. · ··· 
tion ·the evefit on the qti,ad) priqr ·· ... · 
to the in-cident." · · · 
' .~ 
N:~w that Qhrist~as is' over,. if:; y()u · . ·. 
have younger -brQthers and. s'iste:rs or ' 
children of your:: o:l(n, there are pro'b~ · 
ably a lot :of new toys arou,:tdo: He.ve · .. _ 
you ever stop:ped·t,o wonder ~hat •.child-
ren' are learm .. ng from. toy.s t,hese days? 
· Nosing around -local stores, .I ran .. 
acr.Q.ss some downright offensive plaY--
things. · · 
Under the category ."Greed is ci6od, 1' 
gems .in. this. divi.sion were found to be_ 
Sel Right's Go For :Broke~ the gam~ of 
spending a million, Milton Bradley's. 
~10.000-Pyramid Game, and Parker_Bro-
tters Billionaire•.The Game .Q.f:Glbbal 
·Enterprise, w)lich poSeff THE .q\.lest:ion--
"giverr the golden opportunity, how. 
•·would yoU, take over the'worJI:F'of big····. 
- business?"--and also promises, "you'lL. 
emerge .the toast. of the •cont.inel'),tl" 
· Just. what. H:ttle :Johnny d'1'f.ays waritedl; · ..
PJ.ay Milton Bradl,ey's King·oil:..-"com.J .. 
· .bine Luek arid Strategy .to con.trol the 
Oil Fields wher~ you~ drill :for ciil arid 
b~come an oil kingl" .And we can't.. , . · · ··. ·. forg~t that old ... time· :favorite, Monopoly~ ·' A~alo~.rri.it h.as two ·interestlng'ga'!les. 
Play;ing t~e/ &tock' Market Game 'can t 1each. 
•• · you how t.o '!lake a cinilliori. •But their.·. 
. . g'~me· called Business Strategy. takes .. 
t.he -<cake.~t . :Tne .· de~cription·· on t,he. box· 
. Ltself reads. i•a game of merciie/:;s . 
w_heet-ing and·· deaJ,.ing /~ • ··a game that . . 
.e-)Cposes th.e business world. for what it 
· · r¢ally. is., •• You buy raw., :lr\aterials at 
. · · .. ·. ~;~.'S .. low a: cost a.s you can gei; away with, 
• • tf!Em set the pri(re .of your. 'Finiehed · 
.rsu Security Chief Johh 'Newbold will 
retain his pos 1~tion on the ISU secur- , 
i ty· team .. · Eariier in the SCER.B contro-
vers'y, Ne!ibolii vowed to quit his job · 
~if Meketarian did no~. obtain justice.:" 
im~i~e 'the•possiblli.ti~s:this . 
.game. coul.d. open up for ;kids• -They 
.cou;ld be real life big business ty- .. 
· coons. Avalon Hill c·o:u];d shorten their; I 
game description quite ,a bit, while · · 
being· just as truthful:.. Their des- . 
. cription o:f Busihess·strategy could be 
--summed up as·.• "Ava·lon Hill'·s our name, 
. a:nd. exploi tatj,or( is -our game.". 
' . ' ~· ' 
. I,twentory' as h.ignas you think_'the .. · 
: .• conE?:umer. will bea,I>-~the. winner is .the 
'· . -playe:r: with the highe.st prpf it margin ••• 
· teacnes you how to avoid. taxes, legally., 
-Th:e mos.t ·upsetting aspec-t: o:f. all these·~ 
games 1s: that they ARE the American .· 
way of life and business. Take a leiok 
at what you'rereally ·'being'sold before 
· how to com.bat 'boycotts, }1pw to protect. 
yourself from lal:ior, and how to control. 
the economy. In short, .this is a game 
that provides you/ with the .. tools neces-
fo:r; a business success." 
you buy something. · 
. ~..:.Jacq~i T. 
FAST FOOD RESTAURANTS: 
RISING PROFITS 
Despite an economic recession, one busi-
ness is doing better than ev~r before: 
fast-food restaurants. McDonald's Cor-
poration increased its net income 29% 
in 1975 from 1974, net income beinf 
9,25% of total income before taxes. 
Steak 'n' Shake increased its net in-
come (profit total) 23% from 1973 to 
l974during a period of record expan-
sion. Steak 'n' S~ake put 89 new res-
taurant units into operation in 1974, 
11 more than in 1973, 22 more than in 
1972. Its 1974 profit percentage (net 
income) was 6.8%. 
Pillsbury Company reports that it "de-
rives the bulk of its earnings from 
Burger King fast-food restaurants •.• 
~urther expan~ion of the highly pro-
fitable fast-food business •.• suggests 
expansion over the longer term." In 
these figures, profit is considered as 
the equivalent of net income, includ-
inP stockholders' dividends, It does 
not include executive management sala-
ries or, at Steak 'n' Shake, the com-
mission given to individual restaurant 
unit owners, which is significant, 
My experience as an employee at Steak 
'n' Shake indicates that it is even 
more profit-oriented than average, 
Steak 'n' Shake pressures its employees 
to work extremely fast. ~o matter how 
fast you work, you are always told to 
work faster. ~hey expected me to learn 
everything immediately. When I told 
them I was sick one night, they told 
mel had to work anyway, Wren I left 
Steak 'n' Shake, they did not pay me 
for all the hours I worked, and it 
took about a month of phone calls to 
ge~ the pay I had coming, 
Steak 'n' Shake also has very rigid 
dr~ss codes, ~ale applicants are 
t~d co shave mustaches or beards, and 
th~ir hair can't touch their ears. 
Although health rules are the reason 
given, health rules require only that 
long hair be covered by a hairnet or 
tied back. ~o health rules forbid 
mustaches or beards, 
~here is a "profit-sharing plan, but 
an employee only gets his or her full 
dividend if they work at Steak 'n' 
Shake five years, so most employees 
do not benefit in the least from it. 
The employees receive 25% of the net 
income, enough to be significant (if 
most weren't excluded anyway), but not.__ 
enougr to give the employees any voice 
in the company's policies, R.P. Cronin 
controls the company's policies, since 
he owns 53% of the stock. 
I interviewed Irene Richter, a former 
employee at Steak 'n' Shake: 
Post: Pow long have you worked at Steak 
""'ri"Shake? 
Irene: I worked there twice. 'l.he first 
time I worked there three months and 
the second time I worked two weeks on 
curb. l was two months pregnant the 
second time, and was worked so hard I 
was bleeding. Other people were tak-
ing my tickets, but I was still respon-
sible for the money, even though I did 
not collect or count it myself. They 
allowed this because they were "short 
of help," There were no other jobs 
available for me at the time, 
Post: Do you think working conditions 
at Steak 'n' Shake are satisfactory? 
Irene: W~en I was a dishwasher, they 
were supposed to have an air condition-
er working because otherwise the tem-
perature ~eaches 110 degrees in the 
winter. The air conditioner was always 
broken down, and was never fixed. 
Everybody at Steak 'n' Shake had very 
long burn scars from carrying big pans 
of spaghetti, water, and chile on wet 
tile, some of them serious. They ex-
pect you to accept thi~ ~ithout com-
plaininE• 
They expected me to work extremely 
fast, and were always complaining at 
me because the dishes were not being 
washed fast enough, even though I 
thoufht I was working fast, I was 
getting one ten minute break per day 
and later was getting one five minute 
break for workinf six and a half hours 
a day ( tbe law requ.ires two ten minute 
breaks per day--ed,), 
Post: What was your salary? 
Irene1 I was paid $1,60 an bour, the 
minimum Wafe, and I understand present 
employees are earning the minimum wage 
($2,00/hour). - -
I also interviewed another employee of 
Steak 'n' Shake, a disbwasber, who pre-
fers to remain anonymous: 
Post: Are working conditions at Steak 
'n' Shake satisfactory? 
Dishwasher: Tbe air conditioning is 
inadequate during peak hours, and it 
gets hot. During the winter this is 
no problem, because I can open the 
window. When you come to work, you 
are an object to be used, Unless you 
assert yourself, you'll continue to be 
used until you're broken up and you 
quit. I've been able to assert my-
self somewhat. I get along with the 
night manager pretty well, but not 
as well with the general manager. 
I'm doing a job that two people were 
doing before. I don't mind running 
the dishwasher, but I don't like to 
do other things too, like mop the 
the floor or carry food, I used to 
have to mop all over when I wasn't 
doing disbes. I've generally con-
vinced the night manager I shouldn't 
do this work. 
Tr.ey never let you sit dowr,, even when 
you're caught up in your work, 'l.hey 
want you to stay busy all the time, 
even when there is npthing that needs 
to be done. Many employees are taken 
advantage of because they don't assert 
themselves. When there is a rush hour, 
and an employee is not going fast 
enough for the business, other employ-
ees blame him for it instead of blam-
ing the employer for not hiring enough 
help for this period. This is even 
though he is often going as fast as 
he can. 
Posta What is your salary? 
Dishwashera ~~y pay is not commensurate 
with the work I do, I get paid $2.10 
an hour and I work eight hours a night, 
I continue to be poor while people are 
getting rich, 
Irene Richter also worked at McDonald's 
restaurant, and relates an experience 
she had there. 
Irene: rl'he manager had a policy of al-
ways seeing someone in person before 
he took an application. If a woman 
came in who he thought was good look-
ing, he would give her an application. 
If not, he would tell her he was full. 
He also told this to male applicants 
with lonp hair, 
I interviewed Jacqui ~ippel, who is an 
ex-employee of McDonald's restaurant. 
Fost1 Do you feel that working condi-
tions at McDonald's have been satis-
factory? 
!I_acgui: Employees are expected to be 
busy all the time, even if nothingis to 
be done. ~hey are not allowed to re-
lax, An employee is expected to do 
something constantly, even if they 
have to do needless cleaning of the 
walls and counters. Sometimes we are 
asked ~o do dangerous worki such as 
cleaning grease off the ceiling while 
standing on a narrow ledge above the 
grill while it is still turned on and 
very hot. This could obviously result 
in a pretty serious burn if one slipped, 
'I'he floors are always greasy, and there 
is always the danger of falling if one 
is not careful, The stairs are also 
greasy. They have a lot of favoritism, 
If they like someone, they will let 
them work where they want, but the 
otloer people have to take what they're 
given, 
Post: Do you think that wages are fair? 
Jacgui: The wages are more than some 
other fast food reataurants, but for 
the work you have to do, ,the pay is 
disgustin~. ~he pay starts at minimum 
wage, at ~2.02 per hour. 
Post: What kind of dress codes exist 
at McDonald's? 
~acgui: Women have to braid their hair 
and put it up, and wear the uniform. 
Although fast food restaurants such as 
Steak n' Shake and McDonald's have sub-
stantially increased their profits re-
cently, wages and working conditions, 
it seems, have not improved nearly as 
much. Working conditions still leave 
much to be desired, 
Mountain Eagle Near Extinction 
(Ll'iS)--ln l'ovember, the Letcher 
County, Kentucky, fiscal court voted 
to withdraw legal notices from the 
Mountain Eagle, a Whitesburg, KY, 
weekly paper in direct violation of 
a state law requirin£ le£al adver-
tising to be uiaced Yn the county 
paper with the larfest circulation. 
Tloe Mountain Ea~le's circulation is 
50; greater tra~ that of the Commu-
nity Press which now balds the county 
contract. ~he court's move is an 
apparent effort to drive the Eagle 
out of business at a time when it is 
struggling to recover from losses 
incurred last August when the paper's 
offices were burned. The paper had 
been serving the coal mining commu-
nities of Letcher County for nearly 
seventy years, continually supporting 
miners in their battles a~ainst coal 
companies. 
PRISONER DIES 
POST NOTE.a Throughout these articles, 
Albert Burton is referred to as dying 
in the county jail. This'contradicts 
most other news reports, which report 
Burton dying in the hospital 1~ hours 
after arriving from the jail. Des-
pite these reports, we have left the 
wording as it was originally written. 
The autopsy report says Burton had 
"no apparent pulse or respiration" 
while in St. Joseph's Hospital. Ef-
forts to revive Burton were terminated 
1~ hours after he arrived. 
When a McLean County Jail prisoner died 
while in Sheriff's police custody Nov. 
30, more questions were raised about just 
what goes on inside Sheriff King's 
County Jail. 
Accusations of mistreatment of prisoners 
--including beatings and denial of medi-
cal care--have been public for more than 
two years. Now, after dozens of news-
paper exposes, two demonstrations, ~d 
one FBI investigation, serious quest1ons 
about John King's treatment of prisoners 
remain. 
Those questions are being asked publicly 
again, now that jail prisoner Albert 
Burton, 47, of RR 1 Bloomington, is dead. 
The death prompted an immediate atmos-
phere of suspicion of County Jail offi-
cials. Even Coroner William Anderson . 
reportedly told jail Administrator Wes-
ley Weber, "If I would have found any 
bruises on that guy (Burton), you would 
have been locked in your own jail." 
No bruises were found, The autopsy re-
port said there were no signs of vio-
lence, Burton died from a duodenal ul-
cer eroding an artery, causing internal 
bleeding and shock, 
But the suspicion remained that Sheriff 
King and his deputies were negligent in 
not getting medical treatment for Burton 
earlier. 
As this goes to press, we are awaiting 
results from a State Police investiga-
tion into the circumstances surrounding 
Burton's death. We-are also awaiting 
the re-convening of Anderson's Coroner's 
inquest, which is recessed pending the 
findings of the State Police investiga-
tion. 
Burton was originally arrested by Bloom-
ington police on Nov~ 14 f?r d~sor~erly 
conduct and "mental 1nvest1gat1on, ac-
cording to police reports. Burton had a 
history of mental illness, and was re-
ferred to the Dept. of Mental Health. 
By Nov. l7, Burton was in the McLean 
County Jail, waiting for authorities to 
decide what to do with him. They decided 
relat.ively promptly (for court, that is). 
On Nov. 26, after Burton was examined by 
psychiatrist Douglas Bey, the court held 
a commitment hearing to decide Albert 
Burton's fate. 
No one contested Dr. Bey's finding--
that Burton should be sent "immediately" 
as an "emergency case" to a mental hos-
pital. 
The court so ordered, and sent an order 
to the Sheriff that Burton be trans-
ferred "immediately" to the Veteran's 
Hospital in Danville. 
The court order to transfer Burton "im-
mediately" arrived at the County Jail on 
Nov. 26. Burton was still in the jail 
Nov. }0, the last day he was alive. 
In the Pantagraph Dec. ?, Sheriff King 
said that his deputies "plain and simply 
forgot" to take Burton to the Veteran's 
Hospital. King said that Capt. John 
Brown and Lt. Walter Hetman (back in the 
Sheriff's Dept. after 18 months as an 
undercover MEG agent) "simply laid the 
papers aside and forgot them." 
Part of King's defense of his deputies 
was that there was a heavy snowstorm 
Nov. 26 and Nov. 27 was Thanksgiving. 
The Pantagraph did not report King's ex-
cuse for his men "forgetting" on Nov. 
28, Nov. 29, or Nov. )0. 
Burton's family (mother and step-
father) had been trying to find out why 
Burton had not been taken to the Vet-
eran's Hospital, as the court had or-
dered, They reported that Sheriff King 
would not tell them anything. 
Burton's family pointed out that Burton 
might have received medical attentio~ 
upon admission to the Veteran's Hosp1-
tal. 
Sheriff King claimed that Burton would 
not have received medical attention at 
the VA Hospital, because the VA Hospi-
Burton should never 
have been in jail 
The wo:rst irony of the death of Albert Burt~n in the 
county jail is that he should never have been there. 
Before his arrest for disorderly conduct, Burton had 
already come to the attention of the Veteran's Admini-
stration social worker and McLean County Mental 
Health workers. All agreed that Burton was "agitated 
and paranoid. " The VA worker said Burton had ceased 
taking his medicine. And Burton hail a history of com-
mitment to mental institutions. 
Social workers' visits to Burton are written up as re-
ports, and were entered in court during Burton's later 
commitment hearing. At that hearing, the court de-
cided that Burton should be committed to a mental in-
stitution "immediately." (Some of the social workers' 
evidence of Burton's condition were his frequent 
threats against Sheriff King, which isn't really such 
abnormal behavior. ) 
So Burton had already been evaluated by mental health 
workers before his arrest. But nothing was done about 
it until then. 
Burton was stopped about midnight while walking down 
the middle of South Center St. during heavy traffic. 
The arresting officer almost didn't see Burton because 
of his dark clothing. Officer Mountjoy stopped his 
squad car to tell Burton to walk on the sidewalk. Bur-
ton said he'd walk where he wanted to. Tltl officer 
tried forcibly to get Burton on the sidewalk, and Bur-
ton resisted. Burton was forcibly put in the squad car 
and taken to the station. 
The commitment papers said Burton was likely to be 
dangerous to himself or others. And it was Burton's 
tendency to be dangerous to himself--as manifested by 
walking down the middle of a dark busy street--that 
first attracted the attention of police. The arrest was 
to get Burton out of the street, not to apprehend a 
criminal. Police called Mental Health right after get-
ting Burton to the station. The Mental health worker 
said to hold Burton in jail. That's when Burton was 
charged with disorderly conduct. 
The court case got things moving to get Burton to a 
place where he would be taken care of. Records of 
Burton's disorderly conduct charges show the judge 
quickly writing down that the defendant "does not ap-
pear to understand the nature of the charges against 
him." That's when the process leading to the com-
mitment hearing got started. 
Burton's stay in jail was really just waiting time while 
the bureaucracy got him to the mental hospital. If 
Burton's commitment hearing had been held before he 
was arrested, (a possibility since social workers had 
already checked him out), then Burton would not ever 
have been in the county jail. 
Really, Burton just needed somebody or some institu-
tion to take care of him. And that is exactly what did 
.!!£!._ happen. 
Sweating over questions about the death of an 
inmate in his custody, Sheriff King fumbles 
through papers during Coroner's inquest. 
tal had no knowledge that Burton had an 
ulcer. 
The autopsy report showed that Burton· 
died from hemorrhage and shock, caused 
by a penetrating duodenal ulcer eroding 
the wall of an artery. 
Burton's mental health caseworker con-
firmed that Burton had no record of hav-
ing had ulcers. 
(The ulcer's size, a doctor told the 
Post-Amerikan, indicated it had been 
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Despite the absence of a record of ulcers, 
there is still the possibility that an alert 
medical history and examination would have dis-
covered Burton's ulcer in time to prevent his 
death, 
A physician contacted by the Post-Amerikan said 
a physical exam would include questions about 
stomach pain, and a positive answer would make 
the examiner suspect an ulcer. 
Such an examination is supposed to be conducted 
when a prisoner enters the county jail, accord-
ing to the Illinois County Jail Standards, 
Chapter XIV (A..;l). The McLean County Jail·was 
found in violation of that particular regula-
tion in early 1975, after an inspection by the 
Dept. of Corrections. (King tried to prevent 
this inspection from happening, see Post-Amer-
ikan III #10.) The regulation, as quoted in 
the official inspection report filed in the 
County Clerk's Office, says "Each new prisoner 
shall be given a physical examination, and any 
unusual conditions must be brought immediately 
to a doctor's attention." 
With Burton's mental condition as reported by 
his caseworker and the psychiatrist, it's pos-
sible that Burton would not have given a 
straight answer when asked about intermittant 
stomach pain. But he was never asked. The 
County Jail still does· not conduct the state-
required physical examination of new inmates. 
Even without the initial physical examination, 
there was evidence that an ulcer like Burton's 
would have caused periodic pain--possibly 
enough pain that the prisoner would ask for a 
doctor. 
At the Dec. 9 Coroner's inquest, the Deputy 
Coroner read a medical book's explanation of 
the type of ulcer Burton had. The i~ook indi-
cated that Burton should have been feeling 
pain within two hours after me" .. lc:. Sh~riff 
King says Burton never reportea ·:·~'Y pa~n. 
A physician knowledgeable about.ulcers told 
this reporter that ulcers scmet1mes act up, 
and sometimes don't. He said tilat Burton could 
have been going through a tjme when the.ulcer 
wasn't bothering him after meals. But 1f the 
ulcer was acting up, this physician said, then 
the pain would have been severe. 
Whether the ulcer was acting up or not, this 
doctor said, Burton should have been in hor-
rible pain during his last 24 hours. ...... 
5 IN COUNTY JAIL 
Much of the susoicion concerning the 
circumstances of Burton's death revolve 
around the Sheriff's apparent reluctance 
to help clear things up. 
Besides Burton's family saying they 
could find nothing out from·Sheriff 
King, Coroner William Anderson--the pub-
lic official charged with investigating 
deaths in the county--said that he en-
countered "an unusual lack of coopera-
tion" from Sheriff King. Anderson said 
that ordinarily he would have received 
all information the Sheriff had on the 
dead man right away. 
Those screams fit in with what a local 
physician told the Post-Amerikan about 
Burton's condition. This physician said 
that though ulcers sometimes go through 
periods of not "acting up," Burton's 
ulcer would have hurt more than ever in 
his last day of life. 
Coroner 
William 
Anderson 
vowed to 
subpoena 
cellmates 
of the 
dead 
prisoner 
to find 
out what 
happened 
This physician said it was his considered 
medical opinion that Albert Burton 
Anderson announced that despite placing 
repeated phone calls, he hadn't heard 
from the Sheriff in the entire 8 days 
since Burton's death. "Over the weekend 
this county didn't have a Sheriff," 
Anderson declared in the Pantagraph just 
before the Coroner's inquest. Anderson 
said he was forced to subpoena Sheriff's 
documents to be sure of getting them for 
the inquest. 
should have been in very extreme pain 
during the last 24 hours before he died. 
The physician said it could have been 
longer than 24 hours, but he felt sure 
that for at least 24 hours, Burton would 
have been-rn great pain. 
The pain in Burton's last 24 hours is 
directly connected to the cause of deatha 
the eroding of the wall of the Pancreat-
icoduodenal Artery. 
When Burton's ulcer eroded that artery 
wall, he bled to death. But while the 
nerves in that artery wall were being 
eroded by the ulcer, Burton would have 
experienced great pain, even if he had 
not been feeling the day-to-day pain of 
harboring an ulcer. 
physician said, there would have been a 
much better chance of saving Burton's 
life, though it would not have been a 
certainty. 
Did deputies ignore Burton's screams for 
help? (It has happened before, that 
inmates must yell for several hours be-
fore being allowed to see a doctor. See 
adjoining story on the history of poor 
medical care in the jail.) 
Anderson said there were a lot of rumors 
about Burton's death, and that either 
his investigation, or the State Police 
investigation would hopefully clear them 
up. 
One of the rumors Anderson referred to 
was reports that inmates could hear Bur-
ton screaming in his cell the night be-
fore he died. Coroner Anderson said his 
office had received anonymous phone 
calls claiming that Burton had been 
screaming for help. 
That's why Burton could very well have 
been screaming the night before he died. 
Coroner William Anderson said that he 
hopes the State Police investigation in-
cludes interviews with County Jail pris-
oners, to find out if they heard Burton 
screaming. 
d 
Sheriff King claimed to have checked out 
the "rumor" of Burton screaming, and 
found it not true. If the State Police don't interview the 
prisoners, Anderson vowed to subpoena 
them himself, to testify before the re-
convened Coroner 0 s inquest. 
If Burton had been taken to a hospital 
just 24 hours before his death, this 
' 
• IS notorious County Jail 
for denying medical care 
Sheriff King and his underlings are notorious for denying proper medical 
care for their prisoners in the McLean County jail. 
While those who wind up imprisoned in the jail have known of this neg-
lect for years, the public found out only two years ago, in the wake of the FBI 
investigation of Sheriff King's administration. 
In January 1974 the Pantagraph wrote a three-part series describing both 
beatings and denial of medical care in the jail. That series reported that 51-
year-old Chuck Terven was denied his medicine for emphysema, bronchitis, 
and diabetes for two days following his arrest for not paying a bill. Terven 
reported being kicked when he asked for his medicine on his second day of 
incarceration. (See Pantagraph, 1/15/74.) 
In January 1975 the Illinois Dept. of Corrections filed a report of their 
inspection of the McLean County jail. Sheriff King tried to stop the inspection, 
but state officials finally managed to get inside the jail, though it took four 
tries. (See Post-Amerikan, Feb '75). That state inspection found 19 violations 
of the state code for county jails. 
Page three of that inspection report (available in the McLean County 
Clerk's office) says "During the inspection, there were many complaints 
voiced in regard to not being able to see a doctor." 
"Each new prisoner shall be given a physical examination and any unusual 
conditions must be brought immediately to a doctor's attention," says Chapter 
XIV (A-1) of the Illinois County Jail Standards. The McLean County Jail was 
in violation of that regulation, the state inspectors said. 
Another violation of the state regulations was Sheriff King's not providing a 
doctor. The regulation violated in this case, the inspection report said, is, 
"All jails shall provide a competent medically trained authority to ensure that 
prisoners receive proper medical attention and a record of the same." That's 
from Cbipter XIV (B-6e) of the Illinois County Jail Standards. 
Denial of proper medical care in th~ jail was an issue in two demonstrations 
against Sheriff King in the fall of 1974. It was also an issue in a prisoners' 
protest Oct. 9, 1974. That night 18 prisoners on one side of the county jail re-
fused to return to their cells in order to dramatize a list of grievances. 
The main grievance was denial of doctors, according to Jon Snyder, one of the 
participating inmates (see Post-Amerikan Dec. 1974). Snyder told the Post that 
the prisoners' protest was sparked by jailers' repeated refusal of doctors to in-
mates who had "put ·out slips" requesting medical care. 
Sheriff King tried to cover up what that inmates' protest was all about. Accord-
ing to King's public lies, the prisoners merely wanted the county to install 
private toilets in individual cells. 
In the fall of 1974 the Youth Advocate Council charged Sheriff King with deny-
ing needed medical care again--this time to a young epileptic girl. Sheriff 
King told Mary Jane Brunt, one of the Youth Advocate Council's directors, that 
the young girl had "put on a medical act." (See Post-Amerikan Nov & Dec '74.) 
The Sheriff seems worried about prisoners "faking" illness in order to see doc-
tors. It is possible that the Sheriff is too skeptical of inmates' doctor requests. 
Did Albert Burton request a doctor, only to have deputies conclude that Burton 
was putting on "a medical act"? 
A graphic example of deputies' callous disregard for prisoners' injuries was 
printed in the Post in March, 1974. This incident shows how deputies figured 
(at least in this case) that a prisoner should demand a doctor for about 24 hours 
before seeing one. Here's how it was written in the Post in 1974: 
"Arthur Morrison fulfills a condition of his probation by spending weekends 
in the county jail. One Monday morning in November (1973) Mrs. Morrison 
went to the jail around 7 AM to wait for her husband's release. As she 
walked up the jail's steps, Mrs. Morrison heard a guy moaning, saying he 
was hurt, and asking someone to help him. The barred windows of the 
jail's holdover section overlook the steps Mrs. Morrison was climbing; the 
groans came from the holdover section. 
"Inside the jail, Mrs. Morrison waited near a solid steel door leading to the 
holdover section. Waiting near this door, Mrs. Morrison heard someone 
knocking on the other side. After several knocks, Sgt. Schroeder came out 
and opened it. Mrs. Morrison overheard the conversation. 
"The knocker told Schroeder that a boy in the holdover was badly hurt and 
needed help, Schroeder told the knocker to stay away from the door and to 
quit banging on it. The knocker repeated again that a guy was bleeding, hurt 
and needed help. According to Mrs. Morrison, Schroeder threatened the 
knocker, 'Look, I'm not telling you again, you beat on this door one more 
time, and I'm going to beat your head in. ' Schroeder slammed the door shut. 
"At this point, Mrs. Morrison said, another deputy approached Schroeder. 
This deputy said he'd seen the man in holdover the night before, and that he 
really was hurt. Schroeder just shrugged, and went back to his desk, Mrs. 
Morrison reported. That was at 7AM. Not until that afternoon, Art Morri-
son said, did the hurt person get medical attention--he was taken to the 
hospital." 
If a person needing hospitalization had to wait 24 hours before deputies would 
take him, did deputies know that Albert Burton needed help, but chose to ignore 
him until it was already too late? 
Coroner William Anderson has received reports that Albert Burton was scream-
ing for help the night before he died. Did deputies ignore those screams, be-
lieving that Burton was "putting on a medical act"? 
Further accounts of medical care denied in the county jail have been printed 
continuously in the Post-Amerikan over the last two years. All the accounts 
together form a pattern showing that Sheriff King and his deputies over the 
years have. deliberately and arrogantly neglected the medical needs of their 
prisoners. 
With this history of prisoner mistreatment in the jail, the death of Albert 
Burton must be examined closely. 
The "Co..,op" Bookstor~'s~link with foreign st~dents arouses i~terest heeause the 
bookstore's owner; ·.orval. Francis Yarger; has been an.agep.tof·the Central Intel-.,' 
ligerrce Agency. The Yarge:r<family, through Bill Yargen:, lia& confirl:ne:dthat the 
father has beeri a ciA agent, but he is reportedly retired now. . . .So there the matter restedla.st spring. Sutherland hadn't presented any 
documentary evidence to prove that the ''Co-op" was sponsoring a South.: 
. , east A sian student. And, e~en if. the }?oo\{store was sponso~ing for~ign 
students, maybe they were just friends thatCIA agent Yarger had made 
white in Southeast A_sia, the llist logation Yarger is known to have ·b_een 
stationed.·· (Of course, those frien4s w9uld prbbably be friendly to 
· The relatiopship betWeen'the '~Co-op"'Bookstore, Orvai Fran6·is Yarger, the CIA, 
aild f~reign students· was thl Sl!bject of an i:tR,ernal :tsu inve.sti~tioll.Jast ~pl'i.ng. 
The investigation was hiimched a,ft«;lr ISU. Academic Senate Chairperson Ropert 
St1ther land informed .. ISU :President riudig tilat X arger 'had been: getting information American imperial interests~) · 
from the Admissions Office. · · 
"~ ha~. recei;eit'·wo~d that Mr .. · 'orvai Yarger of the Co-op· Bookstore,· ·~ kn~wn , 
CIA agenti had been .at' the Admis_sions Office trying' to gain -:accessJo "'records of· 
fo.reign students. I raised. the. question wit.h ,Presidtmt·Budig•abolit wnat Yarger. as 
efther a c,i.tizen or a CIA agent was doing having acee~s to)h~s'e reco.rds,. which 
In the. meantime; the "Co-::-op''was picketed !astfall, .and the bookstore . · 
managers had. one picketer ai-r~sted. 0n .a ~h<my charge. -(See adjoining-
story.) 
. - . .. '"1•. . - -
a:re supposed to be clos.ed eve:qto la\\' i;inf()rcem_entpersonnel,.''.Sutb.ero4ul<fiol,d · 
tli(il Post-Anierikan last spring. .# • • '·· •• 
Signifieantly, the "Co,..op";owners admitted publicly for the first tim~ -
that Orval ;Francis Yarger had been iri ,the CIA.. 0!:¥al Francis Yarger's 
son, Bill Y_arger' admitted it.to ::~.n ISU, Vi~ette reporter; but said .his .• 
father .was now retired. Bm Ylirg-Elr f:iaid he was. the 9;to~e owner now. -· 
Two documents (see photos). rece11tly leltked to .the Post:..Amerik~ s-how 
··a "sponsor" relationship between the "Co-op'' Bookstore and a Southeast 
Asian .. student. This. s~udent applied for .ad~il:!&cion ·in fall. 1974 fro~ ... 
·· Vientianne, ·Laos; ·She. apparen~.iy riever.came to ISU,,though: ., .. 
• < •• ' 
Th~ CIA has b~.en heavily--invol:v~d in-Laotian tnternal,-affair~ .. i~os ·-•. 
directly adjoins Thailand~ the last cou,ntcy where Qrv~I Francis Yarger 
Was stat~oned in his government s~rviee; '(Publicly~ Yarger was an AID .. 
official while stationed in Bangkok. Victor M.a~Ghetti andPhlllip Agee; , . ··· 
authors of The CIA and the Cult of Intellige~ce and CIA I>~.LY, r,ep6rt ·. 
that.A!D is a. very frequent CIA front.) For yearsthe CIA financed a 
' • ' ., ' , I . . ·, . . 
\Even last spring, ISU Academic'Senate Chairperson Sutherland agreed that the 
"sponsoring" of foreign students may not have anything to do with the "Co-op's'' 
30, 000.-person mercenary !irmy to fight the .9IA 's Laoti3;11 war .. These 
mercenaries fought in what has been called the "secret war,"· as for 
CIA ties. . · . ·. ·· · · 
., . 
. . ' 
-many yea:r;s the.CIA managed ,.to keep. both its own involvement .ab,d the. 
.. war itself a secret from Congress; ·. ·· 
On tl;te other :Qand, Sutherland told the Po~t-Amerilw.il, ".If one looks at CIA oper-
a~lons, there is evi4ence tliat certain peopl~ :are picked_ to come to .America tor~ .. 
· their educations, sometimes. becoming beholdrot to. the ;CIA a!ld certain :American _ · 
. So what is the meamng of this prospeetive student-'s link: with the 
"Co-op'i? Is it a CIA connection? Or.does-the fihaiicialaid reflect. 
an l.nnocent frie.ndship with tlie "Co-op'su 1lW:hers? , We d~ci~edt6' "Jr '· : , 
ask some questwns. . · ' ·. _ _.. .... Jt . ..·' -.11' interests, and then going bac~ J{;> their home clOuntrieS 1a~~ 'bec~ming extensions . of American il;llPeria_l~~lll;:", ... · · .. · . . · • •. · · · · · ., ;·· 
t~17"' , :~: . .· -. ·~- '?~·.,.,D • ·•k.· .··~ .. f: .: ... 
--~o.~ep ..... _ -~~tc ....... eh.-.. 
. :., ' '• ' 
;Win:s' in .(Jc;ltlrf,.c 
- ·, ' : ' ,. . . . " ' " - . ' ' - . ,.· \ ·; '~ 
,' : .· 
PdsT NOTE: In l~te August 1975, severaliSU stud::~·· 
ents opened the sem-Efster by picketing the "Co-op,!l· 
Bo<>kstore. One· of the students was Geoff Kula'Sa, .. 
who was· also Director of the isu Student A ssocia::. 
tion Con~~er Affairs Offi~~ · ·1\oia~~t,)V~ ·a~~Eisied. 
on.'a,phony charge, ·~() th~t the ".c-~::.~p;'i'"could 
br~ak up the picket. _ Kolasa won··his court- case, 
and this story explains the. issues behind the. ~·. 
picketing, and the meaning of the court victory •. 
. - . 
· Ju~t what is it aboutthe 11 Co-op" .BookstOre i~ Nor- . 
mal that m8kes so many stUdents suspicious about 
whether it serves student needs? Recently people 
have been intrigued by that estii.blishmE:Jnt's . . . .. 
all«;!ged CIA involvement. Although many local• 
residents. are concerned about the _possibility of. 
CIA-"Co-op" affiliation, this connection waS:mt 
the prim:ary concern ofthe·ISU Student Associa--
tion Consumer Affairs Union. 
In the Spring semester of 1975 a number of rela-
tively new $tudents charged that the·SttidentAsso- · 
elation co-operative book exchange would'not re-
fund money for books whi.ch· had been mistakenly 
. purchased there; sometimes ·even on the. same . 
day. A b:mgthy discussion with a couple .ofdi~­
satisfied students revealed that two of the ,St\llf-: 
ents. ~aring co~plaints had iliadvertently patron-
.. ized the "Co .. -op" Bookstore,, thinking that it was 
the Student Association Book Exchange,. · 
• • • ~,I " 
.·The ·consuiner Affairs Union began to q'u:~tiori:·· 
whether the name "Co.:.op" implied a student- . .. 
· b~ok co-operative, or more :si~ply, students 
. selling books to other students ••. Iriquiry and 
· discuss-lop, wl~h relatively new. §tridents. 
shoWed that few students actually perceived ? 
any diffe:r;ence among th(il "Co:op" .. J:lookstor~,_ 
the SA Boo}{ excharlge, and stU.d~n~ Stores. · 
The:office of CQnsumet Affa:trs·decidedto pub-
lish an informational price' survey irt the ISU 
student newspap~r . (Victett~) W:ith. supplementary 
in:formation • about the funda:rri~iitafdifferences 
among thes~ three stores !!ll~:oth~r related· . 
. :stores ill the Normal·commiDllty~. The ','Co-up'' 
. B9ok~tore had the highest prices .on 31 of tbe 
. 36 textbooks and school suwlies s'U~ve'y'ed. 
' . . . ' ' ~ : . ' 
The, mai11ig~m$t .of the new OHi Main Bookstore, 
the i'Co,.<?p," Student Stores, a:nd the Student 
Associatio!l BOok' E~change answered questions 
about their book return policies. _J'he "Co.:.op'{ 
-Bookstore -had the_ ;i:iiost stringent of an· policies: 
~They would only accept book returns accom-
panied by .a: drop slip or .a personal letter from ' 
.. the. teac}ler •. · Even then studtmts cou~d only. 
bring back books during the first two weeks of 
the sEmiester:. 
Other questions began tb come Jlp. Ari ex-em-' 
z•pleyee asked if the"Oo-op'~ was anequal oppor-. 
tunity employer~ ''(ThroUgh their forty years of 
flse'rviceJ1 ·to· the· community' haveJhey ever ... 
hired a blacll pers0n ?) . How did they manage to 
·keep a private plot of land right in the middle 
·q(·c~;rilpus? Di~ 'the "Co"'oP" actually sell some· 
hooks at higher priCf;l~: t}lan the _publisher'S SUg'-
gested retail?. ·One student actUally brought a 
complai:nt to the SA 'c~n~umer Affairs Union . 
that he had purchased the book All the Presi-
·..... . ' ·. ' ' ' ' . ' ' ...,· . '. ~ dent's Men at the ''Co..:opi" am~ when he got · 
-honie and· took'theprlce label· off he ~ourid that 
the publisher's.suggestt,;d:retaifprice was more . 
thaQ $1.,,5!)l~ss than.the:1 '.Co.,-op'~'·' price. · 
· · on: August 2&, 1975, a group of, students assembled 
··.· for an info:rmatiQnal picket in front of the "Co..:op" 
·'BOokstore;!~· The picket informed students tnat the· 
!'Co-op" was not a student-to:.. student book co- . . 
<>Pera.tive, that ~rucrents oould acquire t.Imost ali .· 
of their schQol supplies cheaper elsewhere, and 
that bbok 1return policieswere ~ore favorable to' 
sfu:d~nts ~t any of'the-other bookstor~s in the 
eom:m,urii~. . . . . . . . . . 
M~y businesspeople would contend that .an infor-' 
. mational p~cket c€nild be detrimentafto sales 
profits, an<l most would make some sort of an 
effort to accept suggesUons, such as requests for 
a more lenient bo<;>k return policy. . 
A,ctually, what alternative is there to compromis-
ing with the dissatisfied students, if you want 
them to disassell1ble and· go hoine? There is one 
alternative: arre$tthe SA Consumer Director · · 
' who is standing outside passing out the price .. 
. survey. ,On what ch!lrge ? Threatening the .life . 
of an employee, what else? Why? Well; because 
the picketers would have to leave the sto!e to run 
. around. town digging up bond money, which is· 
· qUite a healthy swm in the case of a felony. Was 
•· the'action'o{the' 11do.!.op" in. having .SA. Consumer 
IUI'ector Geoff Kolasa arrested and charged with 
a felony succes.sful• in breaking up the informational 
picket? Yes I Di!{ the Stll:te find Kolasa gUilty of 
• . acting in' such an ·upreasonable miinne:r; as to alarm 
tand disturb an employee of the "Co-op''? It did 
. not 'take the jury longer tbail 30 minute~ to s~e 
through conflicting and non~specific testimonies, 
ana re~der a verdict of not guilty. . . .. 
Has justice prevailed? .. Well,; since. the bogus 
·charge of ihtimidatiol). broke up the picket, . bur-
dened Kolasa "witkcourt costs and laWy-er fees . 
· .(evell though he was f9und not guilty:),· and forced . 
:Kolasa to spend much tiirie and effort establishing 
hls,lnnocence, no, justice has not prevailed. Al-
though the q:tiest.ion of SA· Consumer Director 
Geoff Kolasa's good faith has:be'Em ans:w.ered, 
there are still half a dozen questions about the 
"Co-op's" good faith remaining Unanswered. 
Foreign Students, and Their CIA Link 
\ 
Since the prospectiveforeign student, Marguerite Semprei, asserts that · 
· she has $2,000 coming from the "Co-op" (seethe Certific~te of Financial 
Resources), and since she lists this. $2,000 under "awards or scholarships 
from other agencies, n a Post reporter went to'the!SU financial aid office 
to inquire about the ''Co-op'' Bookstore's scholarship fund. 
The ISU office had no record of any "Co-op" Bookstore scholarships. But 
they wouldn't ttecessariiy have a record, office workers said; if the "Co-op" 
ga'-':e the money directly to the student. 
Simon's sore 
A Post reporter interviewed Herbert Simop., a counselor in the ISU Ad.,. 
mlsst9ns Office. Simon views the Certificates of Financial Resources that 
prospeetive foreign students fill out. The reporter wanted to ask "How 
many times have you seen 'Co-op Bookst9re' appear on these forms?" 
That simple question-_;or.maybe the interview itself--made/Simon so up-
tight that his primary goal in the conversation was to end .it. Simon even 
asked if he was being recorded (he wasn't). Simon said he'd never SeE;ln 
the "Co-op'' mentioned on one of the Certificates. But Simon has worked 
at ISU Admissions only since August, 1975. The Semprez papers are 
dated.l974. 
A Post reporter phoned Dr. Venerable, head of ISU Admissions, to find · 
out what it means to "sponsori• a, foreign student. Venerable said "sponsor-
ing" a student means supporting the student, or paving the way for .him or 
her. Dr. Venerable said he had never heard of any students "Sponsored by 
tlie"Co-op" Bookstore. The Admissions Department chie! said he felt 
sure that if a prospective student had P¥t the "Co-cop" Bookstore downas 
a sponsor, then it wouldbe brought to his attention, "because it would be 
unusual." Similarly, Dr. Venerable said he would have been notified if a 
foreign student applying for admission hadput ''Co-op" Bookstore down on 
the Certificate of Financial Resources. 
Yet somehow, th~se documents reproduced here--application papers of a 
Laotian .resident claiming to be sponsored by the "Co-op" Bookstore.--
-slipped through the ISU Admissions Dept: without Dr .. Venerable seeing 
themo. Or, maybe due to last year's turmoil of the University's internal 
investigation of the Admissions Dept(caused by the "Co-op'' and its CIA 
links), perhaps officials would rather forget that the "Co .... op" is anything 
more than a bookstore. · 
More on ''Co ... op;• See Page 20 
A Post-Amerikan reporter interviewed Bill Yarger; oWn.er of the "Co-op" 
Bookstore, and son of the ex-owner and ex-CIA agent. 
Atfirst-Yar~e~ said ~e 'd ~ever ~eaf? of ·a>W;pman, nall1ed Semprez. .-~e 
also _.said it was ·not very hk~ly tnl;t·any arringement through the store 
would have been made for financing Ms; Semprez's education without him 
knowing about it. 
But the "not very likely" . happened. 
· . . . Yarger's jumpy 
Some arrangetpents ·V/erE:l madE:lwithout Bill YargE:lr knowing about I~. 
had to put thE:l. Post· rE:lportE:lr on hold. whilE1 he conferrE;ld with anothE:lr pE:lrson, 
who apparentlywas the eldE:lr Ya;rger. 
RE:lturningto)he phone, BiJlYarger saidthat Ms. SE:lmprE:lz was ''giv~n some 
assistance o11 for!Ils, '' but was neverpromisedany financial aid. Yll,fger said 
Ms. SE:lmprE:lz's visa was turnE:lddown, and that his fathe":r said she was in 
France. 
ThE:l Post reporter pressed Yarger alDout \Vhat kind of assistancE:l the "Co-op" 
owners gave Ms. SE:lmprE:l~ on hE:lr paperwork. After a bit of conferrhig, 
YargE:lr said all his family did was ask ISl] to send Ms. SE:lmprE:lZ a catalog. 
Yarger added that if the CIA had been behind.the whole thing, th~ywould 
also have arranged a visa for Ms. SE:lmprez. (Of course, only the Yargers 
have told us that she was denied a visa.) 
The Post reporter explained that Ms. Semprez put on her application forms 
that the ''Co~op'' was going to give her money and. a summer job. 
Yarger did m:orE:l conferring with peoplE:l in thE:l room with him. He came 
back and said no commitment was made for a job, and that she didn't need 
financial assistance. 
WhE:ln asked what kind of position .Ms. Semprez' s ·family had, Yarger said 
it was "none of your business.'' 
Dad's -generous 
nis she a friE:lnd of the family'?" the reporter asked_, 
Yarger didn't reply to that directly, but said thathis fatherwas very gE:ln-
erous, and that if he chosE:l to hE:llp. some,one, that was his prerogative. 
And that's thE:l case most,of the time, when someone wants to help somE:lone. 
But when you arE:l somE:lone out of the ordinary, like a former agE:lnt of an 
Agency whose international she;nanigans arE:l shocking Congressional com-
mitteE:ls every day, your actions (and your generosity) are: subject to nwre 
scrutiny. PE:loplE:l wonder morE:l. 
PeoplE:l might wondE:lrWhy there are reports that the elder Yarger had been 
pickingupapplications for forE:lignstudents atiSU in mid~l974. One such 
tim€1, the Post-Amerikan has been told, Yarger took care to make sure that 
- the CE:lrtificatE:l ()f Financial Resources was containE:ld in the application. 
"I'm going to sponsor a foreign student, ",he was overheard saying. 
People might wonder why a woman on the other side of thE:l ;vorld would com~ 
pletely makE:l up a story about how the "Co-op" Bookstore was going to give 
her $2,000 and a stimmE;lrjob. _ _ · . · . 
,. ___ .._._r.uy 
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·rhese ISU Admissions documents show the "Go-op" Bookstore • s · 
irwol vement with a Laotian student. Above, Marguerite 
Semprez says she will get $2,0.00 in direct financial aid, 
plu.s $2,000 from a summer job (P.resumably from. the "Co-'op~") 
BE:llow, Ms. SE:lmprez says the "Co.,.op" will sponsor her. 
Until recently, "Co-op'; founder Orval Franci·s Yargerwas a 
CIA. Agent in Southeast Asia •. (Sorry about the fUzzy re-
production; the camera catche~ a. shadow from the xerox'.) · /lJ 
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"eo,. OP" •ttOK$TORE .... lNTlMIDATE·. 
Of all the tactics used ove£ the ye:ars to hamper .· .. 
0~ stop distribution o£ the Post-Amerikan, the 
· · method employed in front· of the Co-op l3ookst9.rl:l< 
latEr in Novembe:r is. one ofthe most creative: · · · 
Co-op owners ha:ven.'tbeentoo happythatwe 
placed one of our vending boxes. right in front of c 
their store. · :· 
. Co-op owners were much'ha:ppler seeing that 
vending box irr the niiddle 9£ a huge ball of snow 
in .the street after the Thanksgiving snciwstor:m. 
Whoever plowed the Co~op''s sidewalk also plowed. 
the Post-A m_erik&;n. verid~ng· box. 
Luckily, thesno~ melted iri a couple9f ~ys. 
The snow hadfrozen soUd·around theNertdini 
box. The machine emerge,cJ. tmha:rmed. 
·• We tried to find out :Who plowe!l the Cocop's side-
walk thlit day, but Co-op owners aren't being very 
friendly about it. - · · · ·· 
At first Co-~p owners'wouldri't ev~n identify 
themselves. . ., · · 
... A Po~t worker wound up. spE)aking With Orv:a:l ru{a · 
Bill Yarger, neither of whon:1 would reveal \Vho 
plowec .. their sidewalk; · 
: .. _ 
Both. Co-:op owners .. said that thejr didn't ordE)r 
the P~st :nuichine plowedinto the street, bpt Bill 
Y~z;~er saicftinit 1f~mus~d hhn~ • 
BothCo~(>p owners s~idthat the best way to pre-
ventt}le plowing happening in the futUre is to just 
:ri:iov.e-the machine awayfrom their store, ' 
T~ey claimedtheywere no~ threatenirtg; bu~ they 
bothsaiq thatthe niachine would probably, be 
·· piowed into the street agi:l,in uriless it was· moved. 
/~- .- . . . ·. -. 
·· (The. Post:-Amerikari has given the most tporough 
coverage to the Co-op's manyhoubles over the 
past .co!Jple years;' the CIA/AID coimection ex~ 
p~se andthe resultant pr()testm,arcll,_in 1973, 
. spray painting on. the_l:nlilding; internal inv:estiga-
tion.in ISU offices, studerit pickets, etc. Con-
fQ.sing-cause with ·effect,.· the Co-op management 
li~es to blaine all these troubles on the Post- < 
Ametikan.) 
. WithJhe CQ-op's hostility tow~:!,_rd thepaper,::they .. 
do have a motiVa:tibn for attempting to suppress · 
fts disttibution. Th13 Post worker who visited 
with. the . Co-op owners intei'J)reted their remarks ··• 
(saying the vendirig·box would probably. be plowed 
into the street again if it reniaip.e!l in front. of the 
st.ore} as threats. 
·This intimidation of the fr(:ledqm of the press is 
si:Inilar to the Co-op's bully tactics in dealing.with 
. freed<:>m of speech last fall, . when. the store had a 
picketer arrested .ori a phony charge. 
Despite 3o years of goveriunen,t ''se'rvice" tci,the · 
' ' ,' .. , ,' :.__ 
. A CHILLING EFFECT 
· mynt ri~hts. Plowed into: the stre?_t into a frozen 
ball_ of snow, the Phst-Amerikari v~nding machine 
survived." "Co-op" Bookstore owners predicted 
the machine ·wbuld wirid l,lP in, the _street again. un-
lE)ss we move it a~ay from. the bookstore. 
FBI, the CIA,. ana AID, Orval 'Francis Yarger and 
his sons h~ve a strange contempt for the basic .. 
Ameri~an free<foms of speech and press. 
. "I . 
MORE~·ON.· UNEMPLOYMENT· 
)Despite -t~e rosy statistics 
that the Pantagraph will. 
print about area l,lil.employ-
memt, qUite a. fe~ people 
ar:e . still stu.ck. without 
work. 
on: .sa'turday.,: 'Decemb,er i4, 
a :Post .repo.rte.r noticed a 
long line · outs'ide of the .. 
Illinois State .. Employm~nt 
Service office on W.- Wash-
ington St; . Jll!ost .of. the 
people 'were from,. the _9,uas~r . 
plant. in Pontiac, which has; 
according to ·:one person .in·. 
line.~ gompleted its layoffs .. 
• and is (::oinpletely shut dov.rn, 
Th€1-layoffs at Quasar ~f-' 
· fect.ed ~13-bout:. 40Q persons 
·I ;:i:r1d .surely contributed 
·. ;nqi;hing to the Christmas 
seae;pn for these people-. 
said 
1'HE NEW· 
· Sll.gal- Cree~ Bo~k Cq .. op. 
· J)iviQYI :t\tllcllles• R :..· ... ,... ...... 
115 North Street Normal 
~t-Jffit _;:, 
. up f:or·ca,rd~ (to.be eligible. for. un:-
erp,ploym~nt compemsat:Lon) ... One woman 
toldthe Post..;A!nerikan that she .· . · 
had,'to 'come ~0 t;Q.e Employinei1t Se~vice 
tw:ice 'before she could J~e el'rgible' for 
unemployment. ' :At1othe_r man, ofigi.: 
nally from Texas, .saiq, "l'here wer~ · 
.two pl~C!e!3 •• -in Pontiac ;W'h,ere I> tho:ught 
. I Ce>.uld 'get· a· job welding, hut ()ne · 
place is banki'upt. and t.h,e Oth¢~ ~s 
laying people off. · Th:Ls :Ls the l'o;ng-
_est I've- ever seeh _the line." 
. ~ 
S,t~t~ P:ndifederal· o#tci.ils may claim 
tna t t:qe.~'Vt~~~'B; (if:,.r'<the- re ces.s :Lon · i;s ·J ~.:'~~ 
covet;; tl}ei peqple, who. have to .. put up " 
with. area!, firl)!s :t)ia t .. .are bail in:~ out 
•voutd tel;I. 'a diff~rent story. · 
. f 
By comparis<m, ·many of his Freak Bro- -~ 
the~s strips are. trifleS~--amus.ingcar~ 
toons about a trio of guys into do"pe 
, arid srirewing -women and little ·else •. 
Often~ -withl!\ this limite9 focus, t.l;ie 
. strips ·a:re .fun,ny. · · 
If ideologically questionable. 
' .- r " 
(But then. r· ftrid "Little Annie Fanny." · 
. funny,' though t_ord: knows 1!'l!.1 strip is 
ideologically repugnant to ~e.) 
And, heck, practically'anybodi 
cont~asted to cops. 
So, · the life-style 
· no statement and I 
·that any_reS.son to 
. Brothers? 
· Well ••• !.ike I ·said earl-ier, once upon 
a time Shelton wrote. coniic stories 
that were- fully as ftinny as the Freak 
Brothers that als-olllade -so~e very · 
clear-cut -satirical statements •. That's 
no mean feat. I'd like. to see him 
doing it_m~re today~-
(Equal time reviewa ·the above, column ' 
sayS~ lit~le lil.bout the·new book it pur-
por~s to be reviewing---which ·is hardly 
fail'. 
Let 'me say t-hat at' least four pages of 
the book aJ:'e;explicitly political and 
_ funny and that. two_ long stories--one a 
nice parody of the Don Juan mythos-• 
are' included.· . · · · · 
_Let me a:J,.so say I enjoyed reading the-. 
book--perhaps if it:weren't th,e Xmas 
season I wouldn ~t be· _so uncha:ri table~) 
Charge · 
· __ and 
.;-BS'75 
WALKER PALS 
\VlTH 
At four 0 I clock in the afternocm of 
December 2, 1974, Galesburg Police 
!:>,egan a $eries of crosstown :!."aids .. 
confisc;:;lting nearly a quarter of it 
million dollar~ 1 worth of gambling 
equipment ... The. dete'ctive9: too~ al,-. 
mostall night .t;:o. Q.aul it inan<.i in:.. 
ventory it. 
" HElLO WARREN ..... HELLO GOVERNOR" 
.. 
The assortedi pull tabs, punch boards 
an<.i tip boards were found atGalesbu~g 
Cigar Company, 79 S. Chambers St. ; 
storage rooms in the Hotel Custerused 
by_Galesburg Cigar; and at 10 Circle 
Drive, hqme of Warren "Boss" Blyt;:Q.e, 
the. owrter of .Galesburg Cigar. Ar-
rested with Boss.Blythe was.his son 
Risk, and a cigar store salesmcin, .. 
His question clearly stated, Post-Amerikan cor-
resp~ndent ~ike Richardson greets IDACguests. 
At r1gh"t ."Rocky".Rockhold has his hand on the 
Governor's shoulder as Walker greets. supporters 
IDACers like to~ touch ·their candidate, It makes 
them feel more important. 
James Ziegenhorn. · ·•·.·. ·.· ..... · · · ... 
The stated purpose of.IDAC is "geared 
at putting f'un and involvement back 
into politics." . J:DAC is true to its 
wo:d; ~:tt' th~ August; 18th meeting, the 
Boss Blythe eventually pleaded guilty pr1mary top1cs of conversation were 
to an amended charge against his. com- drinking and gamb:).,ing. ·. Members 
pany, listing him as an.· officer of the filed back. anq .forth from the meeting 
co-rporation,- .and was. fined a mere room to the American cLegion Bar while 
$300. Possession o:f gambling equip- they decided which games of chance 
ment is a Class A misdemeanor, and ceuld should be fundraising activities. 
~aye l~nded BlyJ;:he in jail for 364 . .· . . .. ·day~. The Galesburg Police investi- At the time of organization,. IDAC was 
ga tlon that led tq Illy the' s arrest . . .. ··. already committed to .t;he reelection 
triggered. subseql,le,nt inyes tigations by <of. Il~inois Governo.r- Dan Walker, who 
the IBI and the Illinois Department surpr1sed party yegU:lats by coming · 
of Revenue.. These. investigations were.. to "Ga~esburg o:n. September 6th .to attend 
suddenly terminated, and no one wants IDAC' s fundraising buffet luncheon at 
to say why. the Huddle Inn Lounge. ·Profits 
· were split between IDAC and Walker's 
As the summer months went by, and Illinois Democratic Fund. Honitering 
the cigar store owner's amended con- the IDAC for Walker was a bearded 
viction faded from memory, a new · Hystery Han. Ever preser1t at the' 
political group arrived on the Illinois Action Club functions,. he plays ·his 
political scene: .. the Independent roJe .well as silent counselor the 
Democ:ratic Action Club (IDAC), , Filed brains behind the Boss. :Hyst~ry Han 
with the State Board of Elections op was at the IDAC .organization meeting 
August 20, 1975, as a stat.e political t~o days before officially regis- · · , 
committee formed to operate ii1 I\.rtox; tering with th~ State Board of 
Fulton,. Warren, Peoria, Henry, Stat:",k, Election~. He was on hand Sept. 6th 
and HcDonough Counties, it is . >: . for the Huddle Inn Lounge gathering 
basically a creature of Gale~bu;.-~ where Walker made his first IDAC 
and surrounding .small towns.· <. appearapce. Hystery Man was in Wataga 
on 21st of Sept. for an ActionClub 
The officers of this organization are: 
Chairman, Warren Blythe; Admii1istr;lti ve 
Assistant, John J. Cox; Executive· 
Vice-President, J. Selkirk; Treasurer, 
Helen Potter; and Secretary, Catheri!).e 
Kramer.· r 
Boss Blythe's role as chairman is 
self explanatory. He is the very 
life and breath of this small group. 
At the August 18th IDAC meeting in 
the basement of Galesburg's American 
Legion Club, the Boss bragged how 
illegal gambling could be done with 
immunity from the Knox County Sheriff 
Rayder Pet.erson as. a club fundraising 
device. Hearing Blythe make these ' 
arrogant remarks was a recent op-
ponent of Sheriff P-eterson, Eugene 
"Gene" Kennedy, who lost badly in 
the general election.as an independent 
candidate. Kennedy is the owner of 
the Knotty Pine Barin Wataga, Ill. 
The Knotty Pine is notorious as a . 
local gamb~.ing location in the near 
past, and l.S also a well-known W{ltering 
hole for the Sheriff's office. 
Blythe's administrative assistant, 
John Cox, is Galesburg's only private 
detective licensed by the state, and 
is an alledged heavy gambler who .is 
said to have lost a·large st1m of 
money in a single dice game recently 
in Wataga. · . 
gathei::ing at the city park. " . 
IDAC was back in Wataga on October. 28th 
for Ms. _Walker at a 1 'c;:offee' ·, hosted 
by Mr. & Ms. J~m. Harshall, previous 
owners of the 1nfamous. Knotty Pine Bar,· 
now run by Gene Kennedy. 
A more recent IDAC meetihg site has 
been.at Bill's Saloonin Galesburg. 
It seems that a prerequisite for a 
meeting place h~s to be the presence 
of a good supply ofalcoholic beverages. 
.·. 
Hystery Man surfaced again on December 
9th in Galesburg at IDAG_headquarters 
on South Henderson St. The Action Club 
headquarters also servesas theDan 
Walker for Governor office and was 
the scene of another rendevous 
between Warren Boss Blythe and Governor 
Walker, · 
1\mateur photogr13,pher Bruce Bolip. bbaved 
the ·sold. for .over ail .h(}'Ur ?i]l hopes of 
getting ·pictut;es. of.Governor 'YJa;l~er 
on· his visit t9 G13,le~burg .. 1-lll.ert the 
executive·. auto pull.e<:l .. up ... ():.ut~*d7 
IDAC·· headqua.rtera .• wh~reBoiin ll11ifn-
tained his yigil, Boss B:lythe, stim-:-
moned by Walke.r advance men to c.urb-
side, .came·forward. Doors opened, 
smiling Dan Walker emerjSed Jrom th~; 
chaufferu:red car; Bruce, nearly humb 
with. cold, ·.;st~ll<.iie9: ... hj,.~ ;c;:aroe:ra J9r,;cJ;he 
long- awai te'(l'; .shot;;lwheD:X sudaen:.f!)ii'J'i~'i'r''! y~•,;;, 
was.··.knocked aside ·by a·,lunge•·from. the 
overweight advance>manwho.h.ad.pr~;­
viously been .. posing as a p,arking .lo.t· 
attendant. (Tqo f,at to zip up his · 
jacket, he was ipcredibly nimble in 
charging at the unsuspecting Bolin.) 
''Hell~ War-:ren," greeted the Illihois 
chief of state, extending his hand in 
friends!J.ip. "·Hello Governor,'.' Boss 
Blythe replied, only one short year 
after the seizure of his gambling 
equipment. 
Exchanging pleasantries.while advance 
men continued·to spoil Bolin's aim, 
the two sauntered inside. They ignored 
myself (Post-Amerikan columnist); I 
was carrying a sign asking two logi-
cal questions; "Blythe, where did you 
Ret your gambling equipment?," and 
Does organized crime have a foothold 
in sta.te government?" 
\Jith a. determination that would .have 
gladdened the hearts of photobugs 
everywhere, Bruce Bolin decided to 
stay on and get a picture :when Walker 
departed .. Dur;ing the cold wait, one of 
Boss Blythe's bully,-boys, Scott Doubet, 
steppeq out of the club building and 
hollered at Bruce, "Those pictures had 
better never be printed." Upon hearing 
that, my reportorial ins tine t was 
aroused, "Are you threatening him?" 
I asked: Wa~king towa:rd,me menacingly, 
he rephed 'Yes··-.r am, and I'm going 
to punch,7ou ,in the mouth if you don 1 t 
shu~ up .. ·.At that moment Gene Kennedy 
arr1ved and led Doubet back inside · 
·adraonishing him to "calm down." ' 
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
The IDAC secretary Catherine Kramer 
is well qualified for her post. She 
used.to run a libraryof sorts, oper-
ating.the Galesburg American Opinion 
Library out of her living room at 
"Mystery Man,"· the ever present Walker 
watchdog of "Boss" Blythe and the Action 
Club. He maybe a key to the nature 
737 Maple until. two years ago, selling 
a wide assortment of John.Hirch Society 
propaganda. 
, of Walker's political allianc.e. 
WALKER AND PALS (Cont.) 
After watching Walker leave, with Boss 
Blythe patting him on the shoulder, I 
went to the Police station to report 
the threat against myself. I reported 
the intimidation to the duty officer, 
Ralph Sargent, who immediately pro-
ceeded to IDAC headquarters to question 
Doubet. The arrival of a uniformed of-
ficer at the Action Club gathering 
created a sensation that Boss Blythe 
and his hatchet man John Cox immedi-
ately tried to downplay. 
The Boss, John Cox, and Scott Doubet 
contrived a story to get bully-boy off 
the hook. Blythe and Cox were not even 
present to hear the threat, as they 
both were inside tagging along behind 
Walker as he circulated through the 
crowd. Their lies worked, and Sargent 
returned to the Police station, his 
investigation stymied. 
The question that remains (aside from 
the two unanswered questions on the 
picket sign) is why does the first 
family of Illinois kowtow to a band 
of liars, gamblers, alcoholics, hooJ-
lums, and influence seekers? If c-lalker 
is as committed to honesty in govern-
ment as he says he is, why would he 
allow himself to be wined, dined, and 
used by such an unsavory lot of 
characters? 
--Mike Richardson, 
Galesburg Correspondent 
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STOP 
Tt-IIS IS l:SETTf"R Tt-IAW THE' DAlEY MAC~IN£ ANY 
DA.Y! _.J 
AND $AVE 
D.A. Ignores 
Assault 
On December 9, 1975, at the headquar-
ters of the Independent Democratic 
Action Club, IDAC, in Galesburg at 
about 7:00 pm, Warren "Boss" Blythe 
obstructed justice. He lied to Police 
officer Ralph Sargent, v;ho was in-
vestigating an assault and battery com-
plaint made minutes earlier by Mike 
)Uchardson, a Pos t-Amerikan corres-
pondent. 
\mile Richardson was parading up and 
down the sidewalk in front of IDAC 
headquarters, he witnessed one of 
Boss Blythe's bully-boys, Scott Doubet, 
threaten an amateur photographer who 
was getting pictures of Governor 
Walker. When Richardson questioned 
Doubet's remark to photographer 
Bruce Bolin that "Those pictures had 
better never be printed," Doubet 
threatened Richardson. According to 
our reporter, Doubet jabbed him in 
the chest with his finger while saying, 
"I'm going to punch you in the mouth 
if you don't shut up." 
. Boss Blythe, John Cox (Galesburg's 
only licensed private detective), 
and Scott Doubet lied to Officer 
Sargent. They told him that Bolin 
entered the building, refused to pay, 
and then refused to leave. It was his 
refusal to leave which prompted them 
to threaten him to get him out of the 
building. Richardson was not threat-
ened and tried to jab Governor Walker 
with his sign, the trio claimed. 
The facts of the matter are: 
(1) Bolin did not enter the building 
to become embroiled in a ticket dis-
pute. He stayed outside in the bitter 
cold the entire time. 
(2) Richardson was physically 
threatened. Illinois state law de-
fines battery as "A person commits 
battery if he intentionally or know-
ingly without legal justification and 
by any means, makes physical contact · 
of an insulting or provoking nature 
with an individual." 
(3) Botb Blyth~ and Cox were inside 
riding Governor Walker's heels at the 
time of the threat and could not pos-
sibly be truthful witnesses. 
(4) Richardson did not try to jab 
G?vernor Walker with his sign, nor 
d1d he attempt to jab anyone with 
his sirn. 
rhe next day the Post correspondent 
visited the Knox County Assistant 
States Attorney, Ray Kimble, to 
insist on obstruction of justice 
charges. Kimble ignored Doubet's 
assault on Richardson, and dismissed 
the battery by calling it merely 
"technical" rather than injurious. 
"Bri_ng me a bloody nose or a broken 
jaw and I can press battery as a 
practical matter but not a technical 
one," Kimble decreed. Apparently 
the young assistant is more concerned 
with bloody noses than First Amend-
ment rights. Freedom of press and 
freedom of assembly were being 
curtailed by intimidation. 
Governor Walker meetin~ the crowd 
with Warren "Boss" Blythe walkine.: 
three paces behind just moments · 
before he claims to have witnessed 
the.threat against photographer 
Bol1n and P-A reporter Mike 
Richardson. 
As for the obstruction of justice 
issue against Blythe for lying to 
a Police officer, Kimble, in his 
infinite wisdom, decided, "Since 
we don't have a battery charge we can 
proceed with, we won't go ahead with 
obstruction of justice charges 
since they would be based upon the 
battery charge." 
"What about the integrity of Police 
documents?" Richardson asked. 
"At what point do we say you cannot 
lie to a policeman?" Kimble paused and 
stated, "Definitely you cannot lie 
under oath." Other than that, the 
decision is either the police officer's 
or the prosecuting attorney's. 
~llinois travellers beware! Apparently 
1n Knox Gouty Boss Blythe and his 
bully-boys have free reign. Lies, 
threats, and intimidation all go 
unpunished. 
ALTERNATM ws 
KilOWATT PROFIT PROTfST 
(LNS)--Thousands of Massachusetts utility users have 
been legally withholding payments of their electricity 
bills since October 1 in an effort to pressure the 
state legislature to pass a "lifeline bill" which would 
force utilities to provide a basic amount of electri-
city to residential consumers at a low fixed rate. The 
Citizens Action Program on Energy (CAP Energy), orga-
nizers of the campaign, says the bill would lower the 
average residential bill by between 15 and 50 percent. 
The withholding project culminates an 18-month long 
campaign by CAP Energy which has included demonstra-
tions, speakouts, and petition drives. Residential 
electrical rates vary throughout the state, but on the 
whole residential users pay 50 to 100 percent more per 
kilowatt hour than industrial users do. 
Another Mickey Mouse Operation 
(LNS)--The engineers of California's Disneyland are now 
designing an "Oriental Disneyland" for the Philippines. 
What They Don't Know Won't Hurt Them 
(LNS)--More than three million workers who built ships 
for the U.S. Navy during World ~ar II. may ha~e a fa~al, 
asbestos-induced cancer, accordlng to Dr. Irvlng Sellkoff, 
an environmental health scientist. Though the Navy has 
known about the asbestos-caused cancer for at least five 
years, it has kept the matter quiet for fear that a flood 
of legal suits would result. 
EMPLOYEE HEALTH RIP -Off 
(LNS) (Survival Kit) Considering the way govern-
ment and business keep trying to eliminate shops 
employing fewer than 25 workers from Occupational 
Health and Safety Administration (OSHA) regulations, 
the following facts send a chill down the spine: 
***85% of insulation workers using asbestos (found 
to cause cancer) work for contractors employing 
10 or fewer people 
***96% of more than 16,000 logging camps have 20 or 
fewer workers, and the reported injury rate for 
loggers is 3 times higher than that of all manu-
facturing employees (the actual rate is probably 
10 times higher) 
***about 9,000 workers where polyvinyl chloride 
(found to cause cancer) is produced are in small 
shops 
***46% of all serious violations cited by OSHA are 
for workplaces with fewer than 25 workers 
***small shops employ 30% of the country's work 
force 
Kerner Conflict Of Interest? 
(LNS)--After just seven months in jail, former 
federal judge and governer of Illinois Otto Kerner 
has become an advocate of prison reform. Convicted 
of bribery, income tax evasion, and conspiracy in a 
stock scandal, Kerner found that "many correctional 
officers are psychotic, sadistic persons who enjoy 
stepping on other people." 
IS SEXISM NATURAL? 
(LNS)--The president of a prominent state-run broad-
casting corporation in Japan has admit~ed that sex 
stereotyping is the rule in that company's TV dramas, 
but it argues that it would be "unnatural" to.change 
this. Responding to a group of women protestlng . 
sexism on television, Japan Broadcasting Corp. Presl-
dent Ono Yoshiro remarked, "It is perfectly natural. 
that newscasters be men, considering the mental and 
physical strength required to deal with the bewildering 
array of news stories that come in." 
END OF THE liNE 
(LNS)--One million people in the U.S. have not only 
lost their jobs but have also exhausted their unem-
ployment benefits, the U.S. News and World Report 
revealed in a recent issue. 
ASSASSINATION PLOT ·PARADOX 
(LNS)--The recently published "Senate Report on 
Alleged Assassination Plots," reveals that the US 
made it clear to other Chilean leaders before the 
election of Salvador Allende as president of Chile 
in 1970 that it would destroy Chile, if necessary, 
to disrupt ·the Allende gvvernment. According to the 
report, former US Ambassador to Chile, Edward Korry, 
told former Chilean President Frei before Allende's 
victory that "not a nut or bolt will be allowed to 
reach Chile under Allende. Once Allende comes to 
power we shall do all within our power to condemn 
Chile and the Chileans to utmost deprivation and 
poverty." Yet on March 27, 1973, Korry testified 
before a Congressional Subcommittee on Multinational 
Corporations that the United States did "not act in 
any manner that reflected a hard line" in its policy 
toward the Allende government in Chile. 
COMRADE AUDUBON? 
(LNS)--"-The conse:r.vation movement is a breeding 
ground of communists and other subversives. We 
in~end to clean them out, even if it means rounding 
up every birdwatcher in the country." --John Mitch~ll, 
as Attorney General (1969-1972) 
UNHEALTH MAKES WEALTH 
(LNS)--A newly released study by the North Carolina 
Public Interest Research Group shows that not only 
are the state's major industries maintaining grossly 
unsafe and unhealthy working conditions, but that 
state enforcement agencies are going out of their 
way to ignore the situation. The study found that 
"76% of the hazards fo]Jnd by federal inspectors had 
not been found by the North Carolina inspectors who 
visited the same plant, and that an unofficial quota 
or limit upon the number of hazards that a state 
inspector reports is encouraged" by supervisors. 
"Brown lung," caused by overexposure to cotton dust, 
often leads to irreversible pulmonary lung disease, 
and has victimized 12-29% of all mill workers in the 
'last decade, and up to 41% of the workers in the 
dustier areas of the mills. 
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Caution: BreathinCJ May Be 
Hazardous To Your Health 
(LNS)--The Kennecott Copper Company is threatening to 
close down its Chino mines and Hurley smelter in South-
western New Mexico if the state forc~s it to abide by 
emission regulations. Currently, Kennecott belches out 
about 6 tons of particulate matter a day from the Hurley 
stacks. The EIB wants Kennecott to install environmental 
comtrols which would cut emissions down to about 1/6 of 
a ton a day. But when Kennecott threatened that the reg-
ulations would endanger its presence in New Mexico, Gov. 
Apocada recommended that the EIB reconsider the ruling 
and then the board voted to hold new hearings on the 
economic implications of their regulations. "Nobody 
ever mentions the fact that more people are affected by 
lung and heart problems in the smelter than anywhere else," 
Felix Martinez, a Kennecott employee, said angrily. "And 
who's talking about the fact that more people died in the 
smelter than the whole county put together?" 
_IMMIGRANT RIP-OFF REVEALED 
(LNS) An immigration consultant was convicted for de-
frauding immigrants without legal papers and sentenced 
in late Oct. to one to ten years in the Calif. State 
prison. He was convicted on nine counts of tak~ng mon~y 
from immigrants, with the promise to help legallze thelr 
immigration status, even though he knew that they didn't 
meet government requirements. He is the first such con-
sultant sentenced to prison for such activities, which 
many consider to be widespread practice. 
SERVICE BRIEFS 
IJta TURNABOUT 
(LNS)--Immediately after Salvador Allende's election 
to the Chilean presidency in 1970, Time magazine plan-
ned a cover story, and the Time reporter in Santiago 
filed a story basically sympathetic to Allende's plans. 
But according to a recent report from the Senate Intel-
ligence Committee, the editors at Time requested a brief-
ing with the CIA, which provided them with background 
on Allende. After that, the report says, Time wrote a 
story critical of Allende. Now even the original re-
porter denies writing anything favorable to Allende, 
according to the Village Voice. 
CENSORS MAKE MORE $ENSE 
(LNS/PNS)--Book banners in Brazil are highly paid grad-
uates of the Federal Police Academy. The right-wing 
military government has 400 such censors who earn rough-
ly $600 a month, while the average worker earns under $25. 
KIDNEY CASH 
(LNS)--Some unemployed workers have resorted to trying 
to sell one of their kidneys to get cash, the Wall Street 
Journal reports. The Kidney Foundation has had 100 such 
offers recently, says its medical director, from people 
who "need money," 
LAOS COALITION ESTABLISHED 
(LNS)--The Peoples Democratic Republic of Laos was 
established at a peoples congress in Vientian 
December 3, when the previous government, a coali-
tion of the Pathet Lao, neutralists and rightists 
was officially dissolved by its neutralist prime 
minister, Prince Souvanna Phoma. 
HURRICANE WANTS CLEAN SWEEP 
(LNS)--Rubin "Hurricane" Carter and John Artis, 
currently serving life sentences for a 1967 triple 
murder conviction, withdrew their applications for 
pardons on December 7, saying they want their names 
"cleared completely" in the courts. It has been more 
than 14 months since the only witnesses to testify 
against Artis and Carter separately recanted their 
testimony. A motion for a new trial based on the 
recantations was denied by Judge Samuel A. Darner, 
who heard the original triple murder trial. The 
prosecution, now that the original murder case has 
collapsed, is trying to say that Carter and Artis 
are guilty of conspiracy. In their recent letter 
to New Jersey Governor Byrne, defense lawyers pointed 
out that the contradictions posed by the state's new 
theory is itself grounds for a new trial because it 
is "completely at odds with the testimony which con-
victed Carter and Artis." 
PROSTITUTES UNITE 
(LNS)--"Prostitutes, yes--whores, no" "No Sexual 
Ghettos" "The State is A Pimp" read three of the 
many banners stretched across the walls of the 
large Paris meeting hall where 2,000 prostitutes 
gathered on November 18 for their first national 
convention. 
DISFIGURED MISFIGURED 
(LNS)--According to the Occupational Health and 
Safety Administration (OSHA) there were a total 
of nearly 1,000 accidents they termed catastrophies--
accidents in which at least one worker was killed 
or five workers injured--in the first seven months 
of 1975. The actual situation is probably even 
worse--not all on the job "catastrophies" are re-
ported to OSHA, several labor unions have charged, 
leaving the possibility that OSHA's figures may 
be greatly understated. 
FISHY PAY PRACTICES 
(LNS)--A strike begun September 10 by mostly women 
workers at a shrimp packing plant in Tampa, Florida, 
could be the start of a union organizing drive in 
the Tampa shrimp industry which employs 4,000 unor-
ganized workers. Approximately 125 workers at 
Tampa Maid have been on strike since the company's 
offer in September of $2.10 an hour with no fringe 
benefits. The strikers have affiliated themselves 
with the Amalgamated Meatcutters Union. 
TAXATION LAXATION 
(LNS)--A study of the 102 largest corporations in the 
U.S. by the Congressional Joint "Committee of Internal 
Revenue Taxation" found that the average rate paid by 
large corporations continued a downward trend in 1974. 
Large corporations also paid a significantly smaller 
percentage of their corporate profits in taxes than 
small companies, the study found. The Ford Motor 
Company, for instance, with a corporate profit of 
$325 million in 1974, not only didn't pay any federal 
income taxes at all in 1974, but received $57 million 
in tax credits which it can deduct from taxes in future 
years. Individual income taxes and social security 
contributions accounted for 63.4% of all federal reve-
nue in 1967, but in 1974 they comprised ?6.5%. Cor-
porate taxes, however, declined from a 22.7% share of 
federal receipts in 1967 to 14.6% of the 1974 total. 
IMPERIALISTS: EAT YOUR MEAT! 
"Now~ of course, the most nutritious food you can 
eat lS meat. It makes for stronger bodies. In the 
whole history of the world, whenever a meat-eating 
race has gone to war against a non-meat-eating race, 
the meat-eaters won. It produces better people."--
u.s .. senator.Carl Curtis (R*NEB.), defending the use 
of d1ethylst1lbestrol (DES) as a feed additive for · 
livestock. 
Guide To Conscientious Obiection 
(LNS) The Central Committee for Conscientious 
Objectors (CCCO) has just published a guide for 
veterans who want to get their military discharges 
upgraded. The booklet is available for 25¢ from the 
CCCO Western Region, 1251 2nd Ave., S. F., Ca. 94122, 
or from CCCO regional offices in Philadelphia, Atlanta, 
and Denver. 
FEDERAL POLLUTION STANDARDS SMOGGY 
(LNS) On Nov. 19, pollution levels in Pittsburgh's 
steel-producing area reached the highest levels since 
such statistics were first recorded. Smoke from the 
heavily-polluting steel mills in the area combined with 
a temperature inversion to idle hundreds of workers, 
empty scores of schools, and send some people to the 
hospital. At the height of the crisis, children, people 
with respiratory ailments, and pregnant women were 
warned to stay indoors. Hospitals in the area were re-
porting increased complaints, mostly from asthmatic 
persons and children, Many other people complained of 
headaches, stinging eyes, and choking. Paul Nyden, a 
Pittsburgh activist who works with rank and file steel 
workers, said, "The steel companies have been resisting 
meeting even the minimal federal standards, especially 
United States Steel. They say that the federal stan-
dards are too vague and use that as their excuse for not 
cleaning up," 
STUDENTS PROTEST ARMED SECURITY 
. I 
(LNS)--Shifts of up to 300 students are sustaining 24-
hour-a-day vigils at the administration building, where 
a sit-in began Dec. 3, at Chico State University in 
Califonia. The protest was organized soon after stu-
dents at Chico State, a Northern Cal state school with 
12,500 students, voted 8 to 1 against allowing campus 
security police to carry guns. But when it became 
clear that the referendum carried no authority, sever-
al hundred students began a sit-in outside the presi-
dent's office, asserting that they would not leave un-
til the police were disarmed. 
COMEDY REVUE 
(LNS)--The president of the Columbia Broadcasting 
System (CBS) offered to cooperate on network news 
stories about the Nixon White House in 1971, accor-
ding to Variety, the trade newspaper of the enter-
tainment industry. In return, the White House helped 
to quash. a Congressional contempt citation against 
CBS for its controversial documentary, "The Selling 
of the Pentagon." According to Variety's sources, 
three days after the House of Representatives vote 
in favor of CBS, CBS president Stanton and an attor-
ney reportedly met with Colson in his White House 
office. During the 90-minute conversation, Stanton 
told Colson he wanted to be more cooperative with the 
Nixon Administration, and suggested that Colson call 
him any time he thought CBS news coverage was biased 
against Nixon. The entire conversation between 
Stanton and Colson was tape recorded by a White House 
aide, and the recording and transcript are currently 
on file at the White House. The recordings reveal 
that White House suggestions caused CBS to eliminate 
its "instant analysis" which followed Nixon's tele-
vised speeches, and to eliminate "Loyal Opposition" 
messages from the Democratic Chairman in response to 
Nixon policy proclamations. 
Reader 
Defends 
Rudnicki 
Dear Post, 
In rebuttal to the article regarding 
Doctor Richard Rudnicki's "clumsy 
and calloused hands" I would like to 
express my opinions and impressions 
of this man. 
First of all, I have been a patient 
of Doctor Rudnicki for Ji years. 
There have been occasions when my 
visits have been quite frequent due 
to medical problems and never once 
in Ji years has he examined me with-
out a nurse present. In fact, I have 
had to wait for ! hour at a time on 
occasion just to get a nurse into 
the room. I can't understand why 
Mrs. Turner thinks out of the hun-
dreds of women the Doctor sees that 
she would ~ive him any reason to see 
her alone 1n the examining room, 
Secondly, Doctor Rudnicki delivered 
my daughter and brought she and I 
through the healthiest 9 months of 
my life. I never felt so good as I 
did then, mentally or physically. 
Thirdly, your attack on his integ-
rity regarding his medical costs 
rubs me the wrong way, I would like 
to give you two examples to back 
this up. Doctor Rudnicki's yearly 
_blood tests indicated I was slightly 
anemic. He prescribed iron_pills 
for me and I was to visit him b~mon­
thly for tests. On one of these 
visits, I mentioned to him that my 
sinuses were causing me a lot of trou-
ble. He suggested I ~o to an Ear, 
Nose, and Throat spec1alist, When I 
told him I could not afford it, he 
told me that if I would go to the 
specialist, he would not charge me 
for my visit to him that day, 
My 2nd example concerns a very good 
friend of mine, who in the process 
of getting a divorce was running 
herself into the ground physically. 
Since she was a patient of Doctor 
Rudnicki's, I mentioned it to him. 
He called her and told her to come 
into the office because he wanted to 
give her some vitamins. He did not 
charge her for the visit or the 
vitamins, On top of that he gave 
her a part time job as book-keeper 
to help her to make ends meet. Now, 
I ask you, does this man sound money 
hungry? · 
Regarding the "thing" Doctor Rudnicki 
cut out of Mrs, Turner, didn't her 
new physician know what it was he 
cut out? Talk about incompetencel 
As for getting pregnant on the pill, 
I would say this is a risk we all have 
to take and if you can read you can 
follow the directions on the package, 
'l'he doctor doesn't prescribe how to 
take the pill. 
As for the doctor pretending not to 
hear men, maybe he was busy and pre-
occupied working on the patients he 
supposedly has so little corycern for. 
And lastly, as for Doctor Rudnicki's 
load being too heavy, if a few other 
doctors in this town were more willing 
to take on new patients like he does, 
(especially people who may be in a 
financial bind), Doctor Rudnicki, 
"a man who doesn't care" would not 
be overwhelmed with people like me 
who £2 ~ about him and his repu-
tation, 
Sincerely, 
Mary Carlson 
Doctors Don't Get Checkups 
Post Note: Here's what Jack Porter 
said on WJBC's Forum Dec. 29. 
How do you blow the whistle on a doc-
tor? If a patient questions the treat-
ment a doctor gives in one of our local 
hospi tr~ls, how can that question be · 
raised in an effective way? If a hos-
pital nurse receives orders from a 
doctor that seem peculiar or even dan-
gerous, what method is there of review-
ing those orders? Nurses too are sub-ject to malpractice suits, but they 
must follow the orders of doctors. 
In some hospitals there's a regular 
review procedure under which other 
MDs go over a doctor's work, in order 
to make sure that acceptable medical 
practices are being followed. For ex-
ample, a surgeon who frequently re-
·moves uninfected appendixes would be 
questioned, perhaps warned about 
performing uncalled-for operations and. 
finally, if the pattern continues, 
would lose staff privileges at the 
hospital. 
What would happen in the three Bloom-
ington-Normal hospitals if a patient 
or family member or nurse .felt a 
doctor was doing something question-
able? There's no regular review body 
within any of the hospitals to take 
a look at such a case. The hospital 
administrations refer people to a 
committee of the County Medical Soc-
iety. This isn't adequate and it's 
virtually unknown. Most people who 
question a dontor's acts aren't going 
to seek out such a committee. Nurses, 
whose jobs might be at stake, are 
even less likely to initiate such 
an unusual process, and many of 
them have never heard of the committ-
ee. It would be much better to have 
a regular review which would not 
single out any particular doctor for 
scrutiny but would encourage all of 
them to be as sharp as possible. 
Although some hospitals have had these 
procedures for years, our three aren't 
likely to. Why not? Because there 
.isn't quite enough business to go 
around. If one of them antagonizes 
a doctor, he'll just pull out and 
take his patients to the other hospi-
tals. That's o~e of the payoffs of 
having three hospitals in competition 
for the patients' dollars, or more 
precisely, the doctors' favor. 
We hear a lot about the cost of mal-
practice insurance. One reason is 
that· there's too much malpractice. 
Lack of regular review permits more 
malpractice than necessary to go on 
unchecked. Then there are more suits, 
and premiums skyrocket. 
-~ 
cpf 
No doubt our hospitals have regular 
reviews of their financial record, 
as they should. Why shouldn't they 
also have regular reviews of that most 
important, life and death work that's 
done by their medical staff? 
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Angola's Civil War 1:1 
In Angola the HPLA (Popular Hovenent 
for the Liberati.on o;:: Angola) , has 
gained the upper hand over two rival 
groups, FNLA (National Front for the 
Liberation of Angola) and UNITA 
(National Union for the Total Inde-
pendence of Angola). Most evidence 
at this time indicates MPLA to be the 
group most broadly supported by 
Angolans, as it has been for the 
last ten years. 
The U.S., not Russia, first comme~ced 
massive aid to forces in Angola. 
According to Kissinger aides December 
13 in London, the U.S. began aid to 
the FNLA in the sunnner of 1974, 
cha~neling this aid through its main 
supporter, Zaire. New York Times 
reporter Seymour Hersh quote~n 
official with access to intelligence 
about American involvement in Angola" 
as saying that "large Soviet shipments 
did not begin until after the United 
States decided to help supply UNITA 
leader Savimbi, and further decided 
at a formal meeting of the '40 com-
mittee' to ship millions of dollars 
of .aid to Angola." 
The 40 committee is headed by Kissinger 
and includes ex CIA director Colby. 
The committee approved all covert U.S. 
actions abroad, and approved money 
to "destabilize" Allende's regime. 
The Christian Science Honitor quoted 
···~·-.r:n.can expersr· as -saying that 
the U.S. committed $10 million 
before April 1975. Since April, 
$25 million in CIA-sponsored funding 
has already ~?~e to the forces there, 
and another $25 million is on its 
...,,ay. 
Although the U.S. government did not 
speak out against Portugese coloniul:i.,sm 
in Angola and did not consider the 
country particularly important stra-
~e;ically in the past, it is now very 
vocal about the danger of Angola be-
'~oming a "Russian" colony. This is 
despite the fact that the MPLA has 
struggled for ten years without 
Russian support, and has always favored 
a policy of non-alignment and inde-
pendence for Angola. The MPLA has 
repeatedly stated its opposition to 
foreign bases of any type. 
Increasingly, African countries are 
recognizing the MPLA government in 
Angola. Nigeria, Tanzania, Guinea-
Biseau, Mozambique, and Algeria have 
recognized the MPLA as the legiti-
mate government of Angola. Other 
nations are considering this move, 
and the OAU (Organization of African 
Unity) will consider January 7 
changing its position to one of sup-
port of the MPLA. 
In addition to funds from the U.S., 
:n·riTA has received aid and troops 
(about 5000-7000 so far) from South 
Africa and aid from Western Europe. 
South African intervention in Angola 
has discredited UNITA in the eyes of 
the great majority of Africa's coun-
tries. South Africa's commitment of 
troops and money to Angola can be 
explained in several ways. 
First, its illegal occupation of 
nearby Namibia (according to the U.N. 
and World Court) would be threatened 
qy MPLA's ascencion to power in 
.Angola. 
Se~ondly, Angola would adopt a strong 
stand against apartheid and coopera-
tion with it, in marked contrast to 
the stand of appeasement and cooper-
ation advocatedby FNLJ..-- and UNITA. 
U.S. intervention in Angola is at . 
least partially based on the probab~­
lity that U.S. oil corporations in 
Angola would be nationalized by the 
MPLA, leaving significant oil 
revenues in Angola. 
Congress recently voted to prohibit 
further U.S. aid to factions in ~gola. 
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POST-AMERIKAN WORKER 
WINS IN COURT 
. Normal cop Frank 
Fillipponi, pictured 
here, had a Post 
worker arrested 
for taking the photo 
while Fillipponi 
worked "under-
cover" at Eisner's. 
.. Arrested November 12 for taking a photo of off-
- duty Normal cop, Frank Fillipponi, Post-
-Amerikan reporter/photographer Mark Silver-
stein gained dismissal of all charges in a pre-
. trial conference December 15. 
Silverstein was arrested on a phony charge for 
photographing Fillipponi inside the Normal 
Eisner's store, where the cop moonlights as a 
· plainclothes detective. Fillipponi arrested 
Silverstein for disorderly conduct, because 
taking pictures was "against store policy. " (But 
Silverstein had never been notified of such a 
policy.) 
The photo was taken to accompany last issue's 
article on Fillipponi' s overzealous security work 
at Eisner's. 
The American Civil Liberties Union represented 
Silverstein in court. 
At the pre-trial conference, the ACLU attorney, 
Gary Johnson, never got to say anything. The 
Assistant State's Attorney listened to Officer 
Fillipponi 's side of it, and then threw the case 
out. 
Silverstein has asked the American Civil Liber-
ties Union to institute a false arrest suit. 
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:Post,-Amerikan, Bloomington.,-Normal, Illinois 
Jonuory.,. Setret Police RouhU""Up 
Above: MEG. Agent Ford Conley, drawn 
as he testified in court in ~Qv. '75! 
Below: MEG "Confidential Source"Randy 
W;rant •. This is his hig!: school gradua-
tJ.on p~cture from last spring. He still 
looks JUSt the same, according to those 
who saw. him testify in late rwvember. 
13 County Residents 
For the first time since last June, the MEG 
secret narcotics police struck in McLean County, 
December 16. They arrested nine people and 
had warrants· for five more. 
A Post reporter checked court records ori 15 of.· · 
·the cases (some people had more than one count 
against them). 
Of the delivery cases, fou:t; were for marijuana, 
and tWo wereJor "delivery of a substance pur-' 
ported to be a controlled substance," which means 
the substance actually delivered was not illegal. 
The other 9 cases were delivery of small quanti-
ties of "controlled substances" like PCP and am-
phetamines. There were no.charges of delivery 
of hard narc~~ics like heroine or cpcaine. 
The MEG agents m'aking the undercover buys were: 
Ford Jonathan Conley,, Randall Wyant, Dennis , 
Garret, and Robert J. Edwards. Photos and 
drawing of three of those agents are reproduced 
here. Most ofthe buys w~re made by Ford Con-
ley, who uses the name "Skip." . 
Randy Wyant, originally from Colfax, is. not a . 
full-'fledgeci MEG agent. MEG records refer to 
him as a "Confidential Source, " which means 
"informer." 
. . 
. ' 
''MEG never prosecutes a case in, which an in-. 
for~nt has made a buy, " said MEG head 
Jerry LaGrow in the Peoria Journal Star last . 
October 15. 
. Yet MEG prosecuted Jana OHman in a trial last 
November, and MEG informer Randy Wyant was 
Agent Dennis Garret (below and right) 
claims to be unemployed now. 'l'he .. shot 
belp~ was tak,en i[) hov•. '74~·. 'I'be draw:" 
ing was done as he testified Sept~ '75• 
Fe isshort-hair'ed now. 
theperson whomadethe buy. Wyant testified 
about the buy in court, and left wearing a ski 
mask to avoid photographers. 
MEG Agent Dennis Garret testified in the same 
trial as Wyant. Garret testified that he is no 
longer employed by MEG. (The one case Garret 
was responSible for in this latest MEG raid dates 
from last September, when Garret was still pre-
sumably a paid undercover agent. ) · 
Agent Ford Conley has appeared in the Post-Amer-
ikan several tinies before. Conley pioneered 
the MEG fashion of leaving court dressed in a 
ski mask and motorcycle helmet to avoid photog-
raphers. Conley couldn't wear a ski mask on the 
witness stand though, and that's where he was 
when this drawing was done. An in-depth sh:idy 
of Conley's character appeared in the ·Post's 
November issue. The source was an ex-room-
mate, who lived with Conleya yearbefore Con-
ley set him up on a phony marijuana charge. 
Conley goes by the name "Skip," and reportedly 
. tries to buy guns as often as drugs. He. re-
portedly has expressed interest in any kind of 
guns, legal or illegal. 
RobertJ. Edwards is a former Peoria.cop turned 
MEG agent. One of the defendants in a $1 million 
entrapment suit filed la.st October by the ACLU, 
Edwards allegedlyeonspired with MEG informer 
Shelby Stiger to entrap Sammy Neal on a phony 
drug charge. Neal has already p~tssed two lie 
detector tests". about the incident. Edwards has 
gone by the name HJ. J. n while playing under-
cover spy, 
STEPHENS SHAVES 
MEG ·To lose ·Undercover 
Agent 
Post-Amerikan camera wor:k will soon force 
MEG chief Jerry "Superspy" LaGrow to give up 
his undercover work, according to MEGsecre-
tary-treasurer David Watkins. 
Last issue, the Post reported that MEG executive 
director LaGrow stayed away from a MEG bbard 
meeting because Post-Amerikanphotographers 
attended. 
LaGrow's superspy mentality makes him camera-
shy. He does make "covert" buys, anddoesn't 
want hi13 "cover" blown by a photograph. 
' . 
In late Noveml:Jer, the Monmouth paper reported, 
MEG held anotherboard of directors meeting. 
The Post-Amerikan didn'tshow up, but neither 
did Jerry "Superspy" LaGrow. The Monmouth 
paper said the MEG board decided to have LaGrow 
attend future meetings, even i~ the Post shows. up. 
"If that means giving up the undercover worl.:. he 
does, that's the way it'll have to be," the paper 
quoted the Warren County Sheriff, who serves as 
MEG secretary-,.treasurer. 
Sure enough, Superspy showed. up at the next MEG 
meeting, heJdin mid-December. He informed 
the group that he was working on getting state QK 
to ban cameras at MEG board meetings. 
The Post had tried. to attend that MEG meeting, 
having contactedthe secretary of Bloomington 
Police Chief Harold Bosshardt, the chairman of 
the MEG board. Bosshardt's secretary assured 
a Post reporter that she would notify the paper of 
the next meeting, but she.didn't. 
Usually pictured ih the Post with beard and sun-
glasses, MEG Agent Bill Stephens has a new look: 
clean-shavenwith sunglasses. Und~r.cover Agent 
Stephens runs MEG's .Bloomington branch office. 
Post-Amerikan, Blooininif;on_;,No:bnal, ·Illinois January, 1976 
·lf!J"EG.-Holds. Secret·,. 
i _·.· 
Police 
. . . '~. Summit Meetings 
The Multi-County Enforcement.Gro'UP (lVIEG) hqlds inform~s working for the different public agencies. 
monthly. suniinit meetings· involving more than a 
half' dozen other secret police organizations. MEG has at least (as: of ;Iuly; 1975) _47 informants, 
.. Headquartered in Peoria, MEG is a:ri-undercover plus ten full-time undert:!~ver age~rts: · .. 
·narc squad operating in six counties, including · · · · 
McLean County. . · The :monthly secret police summit 'conf~rence shows 
. . 
The groups ~eet'and gossip aboutwhat infci.~ma­
tion their informers have provid,ed them. 
I 
·-· 
. ' ' .-: 
A MEG report filed at the Illinois Law Enforce-
ment .Commission {[LEC) headquarters in· Chicago 
sayS"'that .MEG meets m61)-thly with the Illinois 
Bureau of ~nvestigation.(IBI), the Alcohol, Tobacco 
and Firearms Division .of the u. s. Treasury Dept. 
· (AT&F), the Internal R~venue Service (IRS); the 
Peoriai Ci.ty Pol,ice Vice Squad, the_ Tri:...county .... 
Intelligence\_Unit, . the Illinois State :P()li.c~, a,nd ' . . . · 
timem:,ers of many .of tlie a:rea Police Departm~nts; " 
PUrpose of the meeting-...:held at MEG's sectet 
Peoria office--is to "exctJ.ang~ .information rele-
vant toall parties.".. · · 
Camera-shy MEG agents st:r:blldown 
• Bloominit;on is Main· St;·. atter testifying 
. iri court. That's .not dtacula'at left; · · 
truit's Ag~nt Bill Stephims·, whose fUll· 
·. faee,can.be. seen on'thl:! ~ppoSite page. ' 
At right are 'Ag!;lnts Dean :Bacon and . 
·Ford cOnley, 'whose facesare cap..:: 
.. · tured in drawings on these pages .. 
,Bacon and Conl,ey\vork cmt of.MEO's. 
main offiCe ilJ. :Pe'Oria; · · '' 
' • ' ~ • I"" < 
- - ·. 
County ,Board is the· firs.t gOyernmentai . 
agency to end it$ l'/l;EG support on the basiscof the s.ecret 
~alice's cri~inal conduct. 
P~t..Atierttan 
that.M.E;o;s 57 employees are not just picking up 
info~inatiori about narcotics-,.-they are part ,of a 
la~ge hetwbrk-of secret police interested_ in1nuch, 
more thilll d,rug .i:riformation. . . 
"The ::m:ajot;ity of iiltellig~rice inform~tion ·is dis-
seminated at the monthly intelligeiice m~etings . 
and is not, the~efore; -J::ecorded mf any permanEmf · 
or formal oasis, •;• thir@o'rt,si(ys, Sure sounds 
·like-a bunch of seer~t polic¢ just• chewing the fat 
about what thei_r iiiformers, saidJ "Iric9ming in:.. 
telligence., however,:>is Ill.a~ntained hi.pel'lJ,I.~nent 
files," the report concludes.. · · 
In October, the At;LUwr:oteto.alll2 government?:l units 
supporting the.Bloo:mington-N.ormal. MEG, asking that f4nds 
be cut off: The ACLU charged MEG with a s.eries of "il ..... 
legal and unethical acts." · 
''1-oA.J:aat. Beaut1rt. .St.re.i 
,No~l;, ,Illlnola . 61 "61. 
The Danville MEG;has seem~d particularly enthusiastic 
about the superspy part of their operation: Repro.duced. 
here is a semiliterate letter the· Post::...Amerikan received-.· 
from the l)anville MEG outfit," .The MEG of.f'~c·e is disgu].s.;. 
.ed as a.legitimate' l;>usihessqal;led "AlliedAdjustors." 
'A Post reporter examined .re~ords ai;.th.e o:ffice of the 
Illino·is. Law Enforcement CommissiOn (ILEC }:, •the state 
funding agency for the eight l.v!EG u,nits. Fra,nk: P: . ·~ · . . 
Carey, Jr., who signed the l;etter from .".AJ,.liedAdjustors;• 
was listed .as the operating director: of tl;l.e :Vermilion 
·County MEG unit. · 
. I . . .· . . 
The :Vermilion County lVIEG's pehcharit for super-secrecy 
has.been their trademark: from the begj,.nning. A. 
Champaign newspaper report o.f the·. unit's initial 
funding in February 1974 included"a brief .interview. 
w:tth the :Vermilion County Sheriff~·. 
The VermilioR County Sheriff; JackClar'!f, wouldn't 
tell the News-Gazette reporter how rriany county deputies 
and Danville police will operate with· MEG • · 
. . . . 
"We don't want too many people·to knowwhat we are 
doing, II .Sheriff Clark was quoted ..• 
Despite the -secrecy though, the Vermilion County board · 
apparently found out enough'aboutMEG rt;o want it abo~. 
l.ished .. 
Losing the $7,000 grant fr'om Vernillion·caunt;,mea~S.. 
that the Oa:nv:ille lVJEG will a};q:Q los~ the $70; ooo it 
gets from the Illinois Law En~orcement Commission. 
If the remaining cities in VeJ?inilion County don't 
make;! up,.the difference, it.'s :~oodbye) MEG . 
... ,,. I: .. 
'I' 
I 
·· Ilaar Slra• · , 
. I il •. ,.~ lnt.ares~ad 111 yt)ur ll&j~a!'lna "·Post-A•erl.kan"~ . . .. 
you could nlease ••nd ... lnt'nn~at1o!l on hov to suhoooribe ' 
t.o t.hla ~~~~sine and at11n a 11&111'1\a pony. Ir vou vnul!f ~>lease 
;.all. tt. tot . · · ·· · ' · 
Frank :>. Carev Jr; 
.o'o·Alllad Adjusters 
4 'lortti Vel'!lllllon, Roo111 Rot. 
llanvill~, llUnota f>Pl1?. 
THank you tor your asalat.anoa ln thla ~~~att.r. 
.. ON INJUSTICE: 
30 
·.In the words of L. H:. .Butterfield, who edtted hfs '-
letters, Rushurldertook 1'a one:-man c'3.mpaign to 
• remake America; 11 writing dozens of pamphlets. 
and new~paper articles 11_l!ttackirig strong drink, 
slavery, war, capital punishment/ tobacco o~ths ·.~· · 
and even COUnty jairs', and, On the Other· ~cl I t •. . 
3:dvocating bee;rand cider, fre~ schools, edu;ation 
for wonien, a national University, the. study '6f - . 
. science rather than Gr.eek or Latin; and free post-'-
\age fo:(riewspapers~ " . ' ·•. · · 
. Ruslr succeeded: in gettin~ the "iniquitous p:cac:-
:tise of slave.:.holding''· abolished in Pennsylvania. 
He OpPOSEld capital plplis.hment (wh!ch, except for 
. homicide, ,was abolished in Pennsytvairla in 1794) 
and the.use ofpublic whipping and putti:ng people 
.. in stO()kS for punishment. He pioneered in urging .··· 
''The American Wa.r is over; but this. is far from. 
·the C!lse with the. American Revolution. on the · 
contrary; nothing ·but the fi~st act of the great 
. drama is- closed.'' (1787) . . 
DR •. BENJAMIN RUSH 
1745-"1813 <;; ,. 
.curbs on Whiskies and strong liquors (drunkenness· IP•••••••IIIIII••••••••••••IIIIl· 
was a.national vice:aUhe endo~ the 18th century), 
. "'riting an . · - ·. · the 
of · · He 
·. <·~~ 1793, /a yellow fever epidenrlc broke out in . 
:~~i.~i.delpbj:a;· and thousands ,died., . A mass exodus . 
·. • }Q~~~f:ioiiithe· clty. Dr. Rush sent his w£re .and 
• · phil~ren·away but stayed himselfto treat the vic..: • · 
. . tliP;fi!~ .· ''I ·. • . resolved to perish ~ith my .fellow;' ··~ 
citi~e'ns rathe:t; than dishonor my profession or .. 
'P*~on by aban:~oningthe city j I' he said. He was . 
:st:r;icken With the disease, but. underwent the saD'I.e 
~~~h re:inedy he was prescribing for his patients 
!(ln,~~cury·.I>;u:rge~ and b~ciod-letting);. ana. 8UrViveq •. · 
\!~;130 Y~~s,Dj:~ RUsh was a physi.Ciari at the .·' 
~e~sylvaru.a Hospital,• Philadelphia~ the nation's ·. 
~ii's~~ hosp~tal. . Here he became interested in the 
. treatment of the·.mentaliy ill and was appalled ~t, . 
··the .. ~ay.they.were t~ctUly treated~ He protested 
. agai~st' Pl.!-tting th~m in cold cells and' giving them · 
He was a member of th~. Continental.Cangress .' . nPthing to do./ He pioneered in develOping th~ con.:. 
which, following the Battles of Lexingtbn .afia;:G\on-> . pcept of work ... thefapy""'-teaching them to spb:i, · grind . 
,cbrd in 1775~ creat.ed George .'Wa8hi~on<a~·ct,'m~i.· .Born, .and dig.,~n the garden. ·He felt they'~hoilld be 
·· " :mander-in-Chief; At. age 30, he wa:S' 'uxevorliJ,'ibi~di . housedc !'leparately and given s~arate care. In · 
. ·. icSl doctor to sign the Declaration~df .Independ~nce: .· 1.812 ·he published a work incof;porating years of 
(uDo you; recollect," he asked Jofui:·Ai.i.am~,maliy obsetv:ati~n: Medical hi.quirfes.and Observations . 
years later, "the pensive and a'Wful·Siiencie;whiGh Upon· Diseases of the Mind, which became a bias:..:. · 
. · pervaded the ·.house when we were called up, one sic· . As. usual ahead of his time> he said 'here that 
after another; to the table Qf the President of Clon-' '·.t}le mind and th~ body "are·moyed bY the same · ... 
gress to subscribe whatwa~believed:by many ~t ·causes arid are subject to,the>slinle laws~.ri -Hfs -· 
that tinie to be oilr own death warrants ?")·'For;a work established for him the title of Father of. 
hrieftjnie during the Revoluti<?rtary War he was ~mer,ican Psychiatry. . . ·. . . 
Physieian-'General-to the. Wddle Department 6f · 
the Continental Army~ but .he resigned.becaus~ of .·He dled in Ap:dl, 1813. Thomas Jefferson'said. 
.. the bad treatment he saw giv¢n to wo'llnded·soldi-. of him in a letterto·Jo)jn.Adajns (the recoQcilia-
ers in military hospitals.; I:n his pioneering work. . tion of the tWo m~rt having been effeqted, by Ru8h / 
Directions for Preserving the Health of Soldiers,· .some time_ before): ":Another ·o'f our friends of. .· 
he said that more <Ue from disease than ftom . .,seventy.,..six is gone~ .. another o{the co-signers 
battle wminds. In 1789, he was one of the.lea:ders of the ·Independence of our country. ,Atid a better 
in getting:Pennsylvania to adopt the u.s ... Constitu.:. man than Rush could not ha,ve left us; more berhev-
ti~m. " · · ·.· · · · .olent, more lear.ned, of' finer genius, or more 
~ • ' 'J,' <; - ,' . . ' . 
. When Rush began his medical practice in 1769, 
. ·. . the majority of his patients were 1ow;;.inc.91ne peo-
ple; his practice flourished thrp'ugh his unfailing. · 
courtesy and concern. He was appointed Profes-
sor of _phemfstry (later Professor of Medicine and 
. , Qlimcal Prac.tise) at the College·of Philadelphia,· 
~bich later became the UD.iversity of P'emisylyania. 
A brilliant teacher, many-of his students becam:e 
leading physicians, many 'of them going to. the fron.,-
tier.with the .westward expansion. Duruig the War 
(as the first systematic chemist in America) he .. 
s~owed the colonies how to manufacture· gunpowder 
ahd formed ai'joint-stock company to manufacture 
.cotton cloth as an American industry-.-employing 
400 women iri warti:i:p.e arid intrqducingthe first .. · 
spinning-jenny to the nation. :After the War, his< 
social activism continued: he founded 'the first·.· .: . 
• free climb ~d medical dispensary for the poor; · 
he worked to ,reform conditions in public prisons; 
he helped est)iblishDickinson College at Carlisle, 
Pennsylvania,,andwas a charter-trustee of Frank-
. lin and. Marshall College. in Lancaste~. ' :He wa~~ a .. 
· · vice-presidei;lt ·of t~e :American ]>hilosotuucal so:.:.· 
· .honest. !.' · · · · · · 
ON E;DUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY: .· •. 
< ~· ' -- - ' ' ' ;_ : 
· '.'Where learning is confined J;o 'a fe\\' people~ 
W:e always find IIJ.Onarchy~ aristocracy r and 
, slavery~" (1786) ... . · · ·· 
ON POLITICAL CO.RRUPTIPNi. 
· .. ''J;Iav~ not our funding system and fts offsp~i~~ 
p~s; .like so many Delilahs robbed the wiiigs' 
· of their r.eyolu.tionary strength and virtue:? War · 
has its evils; so ha:s a long peace~ · A field of · · 
battle eovered )'1.th Q.~a:d bodies putrefying in 
. the. open. air is an a'o/fil.l an1;l ciist~es.sing spect-
. acle, buf a nation d;ebaseQ. by'. the love of money 
. and exhibiting all the. vices and crimes usually 
connected with that passion; is a spectacle far · 
more awful~ distressing and offensive. 11 · 
· (Letter to Jeffers6ii, 
r -·, 
'January t ·1~&3 i!. Abrah~ Unc91n issues the· .. 
· . . Ema:nctpatio.n Proclamati~n. freeirig a.bo~t · . 
.. : : 3,12(), ()0!). ~laves iii. those areas' 'in rebellion 
· a:gSjnst tb~ :United States~ '· Tile totlu abOli- : • 
· .tion of S:lavJt'y wafi.a~hleved'in lhe·I~th .A'mend-
· .. ·. ,pient to ,the popstt.tUti~ ~ 1865; · · · · · · · 
' ' ' ' " ' ' ·, ~ ' 
:...:.. Jan. 3, .1867 •. Anti"-Peonage Act passed by Con.:. 
' gress, making it~ crime to hold a person in 
compulsocy:serviQe in paymfilnt of debt~ Ac-
cording to Justice William 0; · Dci:Ugbls in An . 
Almanac of Liberty (1954):. 11Peo11age was-;; 
. institution among the :qtdians and 'Mexicans of 
the Southwest; In the ~860's a healthy, int~ll­
i~ent Navajo .giri, eight years old, would sell 
for $400. or more~ Over 2., OOQ Jiavajos were 
.held in slavery. ·.The whites took up the prac-
. tice of raiding Indian villages and selling the ·. 
captiye_s. When one of t:hes~ peons escaped,. 
:• the U. !S~ Army woUld often go in pursuit and 
retu.rn biin to his owner. " · 
'Jan: ;28; 1915. Pr~sident. Wilson vetoes a bill im-
.· Po~irig a literacytest·on i~mi~ants 'seekhig. 
admission to the·lJ.S. Presidents Cleveland 
~d Taft had vetoed similar bills; In 1917, a" 
·literacy test was imposed em all immigrants;· 
which in turn· was followed iri 1921 by a quota: 
sy~telll. restrictinz immigration, · . 
.. ,.- '· :·. ' . .· 
rn violati~~ o{ the s~ir'it of federal 
plahs for _urban r~newal money' tne. 
Bloomington Downtown Council_sent a 
letter to' the city c.ouncil which warn-. 
ed downtown· bustn:e.ssp~ople that the 
federal government is getting wise .to 
the tis.e of urbanrr:Emewal.funds for 
downtown beautification, and that the 
regulatic:ms. for use of the funds may 
be' restricted beginning next year •.. 
The City Council quickly ushered the·. 
Down~own Council's request through, 
even thqUgh_it meant postponing west 
·side projects. 
Donald Tja(ien, urban renewal director,· 
had been wary.of a cost overrun in the 
197.5-76 budget b~cause 6f rising proper-
.ty costs in the Forty Acres area where 
Such west side project cut·s did. not' go_. 
unnoticed. ·A Park Hill resident, Joan 
Schapmire, in a letter to the Panta-
graph~ critici-zed the ci:ty council for.· 
not sharing "more closely HIJD'sphilos 
ophy that r.Irban renewal money is pr-i-
marily meant for the removal of neigh- · 
borroocf blight and not city beautifica 
speech and Hearing .Clinic 
211 Fairchud Hall - Dry Grove · 
illinois State University 
Normal, ·IL 61761 . 
·calh ·Mrs.· D~rothy .Anderson a~ 
438- 8641 
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